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Hughes Named Sowell Professor

Students
Push for
Green Energy
on Campus
KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

This December, two of the college’s
current electricity contracts will expire,
and members of the Environmental Co¬
alition and the Environmental Studies
department are leading an effort for the
school to sign a new deal that includes
using green energy sources. Green energy
is defined as a power source that does
not emit carbon or burn fossil fuels. This
movement has been popular on campuses
across the country, and in 2003 Colby Col¬
lege made the decision to purchase and
use only renewable energy.
There are two options the college can
select if it makes the switch to green en¬
ergy, says Environmental Coalition officer
Christine Wolf. One would be a mix of
hydro-electric power and wood burning,
while the second would include wind en¬
ergy along with the other two sources.
The campaign has been going on for
two years, but more action has taken place
recently due to the upcoming expiration
of contracts. The Environmental Coalition
is collecting signatures outside of Com¬
mons this week as part of a plan to bring
the petition to the Student Government in
hopes of passing a resolution in support
of green energy in the coming weeks.
The goal of the petition, said Woll, “is
to make it known that Bates students care
about the issue and that it’s a priority to
them.” She expects the group will have
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Hughes' speech focused on the concept of intellectual property and how it relates to music and prescription medications.

CONOR HURLEY
STAFF WRITER

In his inaugural lecture as the Thomas
Sowell Professor of Economics, Professor
James Hughes spoke about the importance
and controversy surrounding intellectual prop¬
erty rights. In 2001, Joe Willett 73 and his wife,
Janice, gave $1.5 million to establish the Thom¬
as Sowell Endowed Professorship. Hughes’
speech, entitled "... Drugs and Rock & Roll:
Intellectual Property in the 21st Century,” fo¬

cused on pharmaceutical drug patents and mu¬
sic copyrights.
“As a nation, we don’t understand intel¬
lectual property as well as we should,” said
Hughes, who has been a Bates professor for
14 years. “We don’t own any of it, but we buy
it all the time.” Everyone pays for intellectual
property without ever knowing it. “Every time
you go to the pharmacy, every time you turn
on the television, every time you buy software,
every time you go to the bookstore, you buy
intellectual property.”

“There is a wide-spread belief that intel¬
lectual property protection in these industries
[music and pharmaceuticals] is somehow bro¬
ken,” stated Hughes, who believes there is a
gap between how the problem is perceived
and the actual nature of the problem.
“In the research pharmaceutical industry...
it is my opinion that most of the public policy is
designed and aimed at weakening intellectual
property protection,” asserted Hughes. This is
incompatible with the public perception that
See Hughes, page 6

See Green Energy, page 6

Professors Discuss Damage Done by
Native American Misrepresentations

Thongsavanh's Lawyer Files
Motion for Third McDuffee Trial
EMILY RAND
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Native American imagery in sports and
the media can often mean the perpetuation of
damaging stereotypes, argued the panelists at a
discussion about Native American representa¬
tion on Oct. 27 sponsored by the Indigenous
Students Network. Professor Danforth of the
anthropology department, Professor McClen¬
don of the African American Studies and Amer¬
ican Cultural Studies departments and Profes¬
sor Taylor of the English department shared
both their experiences and opinions surround¬
ing the power the media has to degrade indig¬
enous people.
Two members of the Indigenous Students
Network, by Cynthia Freeman ’06 and Leeanne Cunningham ’08, introduced the speak¬
ers. Formerly known as the American Indian
Awareness Organization, the group works to
promote the culture and history of indigenous
people, and changed their name as a way of
being more inclusive to students of diverse

FORUM
Coaches, Athletes defend
the value of the football
team at Bates
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backgrounds, said Freeman.
“Indigenous youth develop inferiority com¬
plexes” from seeing Native Americans por¬
trayed in negative way in popular images such
as Disney’s version of “Pocahontas” and “Peter
Pan,” said Freeman. “The importance of media
education is to inform the public about the way
they demean indigenous people.”
Professor Danforth focused on offensive
use of Native American imagery, particularly in
sports. He showed part of a documentary called
“In Whose Honor?” - a film about the contro¬
versial use of the Chief Illiniwek character at
University of Illinois sporting events. Danforth
explained some of the recent developments in
the fight to end the use of the Chief: in 2000 the
American Anthropological Association stopped
holding conferences in Illinois to boycott the
University and in 2005 the NCAA ruled that of¬
fensive mascots are banned from postseason
play.
There have been complaints since this
summer’s NCAA decision that the organization
See ISN Panel, page 6

NEW
Visiting Professor Gilianij
speaks about public]
opinion polling in the U.S
and the Muslim world

On Oct. 20, Brandon Thongsavanh, 22,
was convicted for the second time of fatally
stabbing Bates senior Morgan McDuffee in
March 2002.
Five days after what many hoped was his
final conviction, Thongsavanh’s lawyer, Da¬
vid Van Dyke filed for a third trial. Van Dyke
filed the motion because he believes the jury
should have had the option of convicting his
client of manslaughter.
Before beginning deliberations during the
trial, the Thongsavanh jury was given instruc¬
tions by Judge Ellen Gorman as to what they
could and could not consider when deciding
on the specific charge of murder. The jury was
told that murder, but not manslaughter, was
an option for a final verdict. A manslaughter
conviction would typically draw a sentence
of 30 years. Assistant Attorney General Lin¬
da Marchese said she plans on asking for a
sentence of at least 58 years when Thong¬
savanh is sentenced for muder on Nov. 21.
“This issue is a 600-pound gorilla,” Van Dyke

told the Associated Press.
In his motion, Van Dyke said co-counsel
Scott Lynch specifically asked that the jury
be instructed that they had the option of
convicting Thongsavanh of criminally negli¬
gent manslaughter.
“When depraved indifference murder is
charged, the crime of criminally negligent
manslaughter is deemed to be charged and
must be instructed on,” Van Dyke told Maine
News 8, citing Maine law.
Marchese said that Justice Gorman did
consider the defendant’s lawyers’ request for
the jury to be instructed that manslaughter
was an option, but ruled against it because
she saw no rational basis for it since Thong¬
savanh was accused of stabbing McDuffee
five times.
Marchese said she does not expect Gor¬
man to grant Thongsavanh a third trial.
Justice Ellen Gorman is scheduled to hear
Van Dyke’s arguments on the motion before
Thongsavanh is sentenced Nov. 21. If Gor¬
man denies the appeal, Van Dyke has said
he may take it to the State Supreme Court.
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Three-Sport Coach
To the Editor,

Athletic Director
To the Editor,

Student-Athletes
To the Editor,

I have weighed the relative merits of
responding and not responding to Andrew
Stokes’ letter regarding athletics, admis¬
sions and the mission of Bates. I will de¬
fend forever Stokes’ right to hold and ex¬
press his opinions. I cannot sit silent while
he impugns the integrity, academic worth
and personal value of every coach, admis¬
sions officer and student that plays sports
at Bates. As Rosa Parks said, “I have had
enough.”
I imagine that Stokes’ teachers at Bates
encourage him to look beyond a single
source when framing an argument. Stokes
might want to know that many prominent
Deans of Admissions, including a Dean at
Harvard’s School of Law, take issue with
most of Bowen, Shulman and Levin’s find¬
ings (see Chris Lincoln’s Playing the Game).
Some point to ignored and skewed data,
measures drawn entirely from GPAs and
standardized test scores. To many of us
with a lifetime of practical experience and
long-term observations, these “reformers”
are guilty of weak science. They start with a
preconceived thesis and present only those
findings that fit their prejudice.
As recently as Oct. 10, 2005, Malcolm
Gladwell (Getting In. New Yorker maga¬
zine) accused Shulman and Bowen of
“burying the lead” in their books. They
minimize their findings that athletes earn

Dear Andrew,
The president has encouraged me to
respond to your letter regarding an evalu¬
ation of the College’s resources. First and
foremost please be assured that a com¬
plete review of how the College’s funds

After reading last week’s article regarding
the removal of the Bates football team, there
are several things about the student-athlete
community at Bates that I feel need to be
clarified. The article not only misrepresented
and degraded the football players at Bates
College, but simultaneously discredited all
student-athletes by doubting their academic
contributions to the college as a whole. I felt
that tackling this misconception regarding
the singular dimension of student athletes
would be a good place to start.
I know it may seem convenient to sug¬
gest that all student-athletes fall under a cer¬
tain stereotype, but these generalizations do
not show you the individuals underneath
the Bates uniforms. In the aforementioned
article, the author suggests that athletes at
Bates are nothing more than their sport, im¬
plying that the only contributions they make
to the school is on the fields or in the gym.
I’d imagine that the 575 athletes at Bates Col¬
lege believe they are more than the number
on their jersey, and we would hope others
do, too. Therefore, we’d like to take a mo¬
ment and reintroduce to you the quarter of
the Bates population that was reduced last
week to dumb jocks and cheaters. Perhaps
we will surprise you.
Glancing around the bus right now is an
easy way to start. Lauren Gold ’07 is writ¬
ing a paper as well, trying her best to get

_See Peter Lasagna Letter, page 4

_See Suzanne Coffey letter, page 4

_See Liz Santy and Teammates Letter, page 3|

On July 17, Andrew Stokes '06 sent an
electronic letter to the faculty and selected
administrators suggesting a specific review
of the College’s allocation of resources re¬
sulting in something he called “dismantling
the football program.” It is the same letter
that was printed in last week’s edition of
The Student with the addition that Stokes
has included a recommendation that an
ad hoc committee be established to mir¬
ror both the purpose of a standing faculty
committee (the Admissions and Financial
Aid Committee chaired by Professor Retelle) and the function of a college-wide
budgetary review process. After Stokes sent
his letter in July, I consulted with President
Hansen, then wrote the following letter
to Andrew and sent a copy to the faculty.
Stokes never responded to my offer to meet
and talk about his opinions. It is an unfor¬
tunate sign of the times that Stokes would
avoid the offer of conversation in favor of a
repeated written assault on his fellow stu¬
dents. Below please find my letter to Stokes
dated July 26, 2005.

Just Say No
ERIN REED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If nothing else, you’ve seen the post¬
ers. “No On 1.” “Maine Won’t Discriminate.”
“Homophobia sucks.” There’s even a poster
that quotes the Yes on One campaign, saying
(with implied ominous sneering) “As it heads
out of the station the sexual disorientation
train is chugging along nicely. The destina¬
tion is now obvious...hell.”
Question One, if it’s escaped you before
now, asks if you would like to take sexual
orientation out of Maine’s non-discrimination
policy. Yeah. Out.
And scarily enough, thousands of peo¬
ple, upon hearing this news, leapt to their
feet, and yelled “Yes! Yes! I can’t believe I’d
actually have to tolerate working with one
of those queers or even (EW!) serving them
in my restaurant! This must be revoked! We
can’t have those fags thinking they have
rights!” Then, in my imagination, they con¬
gregate as an angry mob, with pitchforks and
torches, and march to the polls to vote yes
on question 1.
Actually, this has happened several times,
minus the pitchforks and torches. Some ver¬
sion of this question keeps ending up on the
ballot, and for some unknown reason, the
homophobic people keep just barely win¬
ning. In 2000, they won by less than 1%.
Then, this past spring, sexual orientation was
added to Maine’s non-discrimination policy,
and the far-right lost its mind. This time, the
Christian Civic League (motto: We do God’s
will by fighting for your right to discrimi¬
nate!) got a petition going, and got it on the
ballot to revoke equal rights.
Now, being a sociology major, I am fas¬
cinated by crazy people. Why anyone would
be so hateful and work so hard to ensure
that a bunch of people that aren’t bothering

them don’t get treated humanely is some¬
thing I absolutely cannot understand. It’d be
one thing if this was gay marriage (not that
there’s actually any valid arguments against
gay marriage, but it is a slightly more legiti¬
mate, if not simply more of a mainstream,
issue) but it’s not. There’s actually a part that
says, in much more formal language, “This is
not gay marriage. It has nothing to do with
it.”
This is just equal rights.
It’s the right to not be harrassed at work
and then fired because “that’s what happens
to lesbians.” The right to not to have cashiers
refuse to serve “disgusting dykes like you.”
The right to not have doctors refuse to treat
you because you’re gay, the right to not find
an apartment and then have the landlord
tell you he “didn’t rent to fags,” the right to
not have a bank refuse to help you because
they’re a “family bank.” It’s the right of kids
to be able to go to school without getting
spit on, thrown down the stairs, punched,
harassed and told to kill themselves.
So what kind of people are fighting to
make those kinds of things legal again? The
Christian Civic League, and their leader, Mi¬
chael Heath. Heath is a family man, with an
undyingly passionate hatred of gays. (Actu¬
ally, he refers to them as “the sodomites.”
Quite witty, I know.)
As far as Mr. Heath is concerned, our
society will be destroyed if there are gay
rights. “A society’s willingness to embrace
and promote sexual deviance preceeds its
destruction,” he says, not bothering to ex¬
plain why every other state in New England
(all of which have sexual orientation in their
non-discrimination policies) have not simply
ceased to exist. He’s also quite fond of mak¬
ing connections between gay rights and the
See Vote No on #1, page 3

Walkman
TOM FLANAGAN
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR

Having caught a ride
home for October break, I
foolishly assumed I would
be just as fortunate on the
ride back to school. With
this false sense of security,
I left my relatively obsolete Sony Discman in
my desk at school. When I learned Sunday
morning that I’d be forced to ride the bus
back up to Lewiston I realized that I had
nothing to listen to on the ride. Because I
wasn’t traveling with anyone and become
immediately nauseous if I read any text
longer than a photo caption while driving,
my options were bleak. I could get on the
bus carrying nothing to entertain myself,
which is the equivalent of asking the bus
driver to kindly place me in the seat next
to the creepiest and most talkative annoying
person on board. It’s actually a little-known
law of public transportation that if you don’t
have headphones or reading to lose yourself
in you must be seated with someone who
wants only to lose themselves in you. I had
no desire to spend three hours chatting with
“that guy” about how he actually wrote most
of Bill Clinton’s speeches or how profes¬
sional sports are fixed or any of the other
typical crazy-guy-riding-public-transportation topics.
To avoid this fate-1 knew my only hope
was to acquire some device with which I
could use headphones. With my bags packed
on the kitchen floor and Dad already wait¬
ing in the car, I plead with my siblings to
lend me a Discman. That would allow me to
at least grab a CD from my extremely dusty
collection on the way out the door and have
at least an hour or two of sanity. Of course, I
haven’t bought a CD in about five years now,
See An Obsolete Disaster, page 3
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Liz Santy and Teammates Letter Writing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

as much done as possible before Sunday I’d
imagine. I say this because she always has a
lot on her plate. Lauren is head tour guide at
Bates, has weekly hours of service learning
to complete, and is working on an un-graded
semester-long project on leadership for the
NCAA. Oh, and she’s captain.
Or how about Jenn Linton ’08? A biochem major, she literally has no time during
the week for our coach’s mandatory weekly
meetings or individual workouts. An avid
reader, she has already read fifteen books for
pleasure so far this year, on top of complet¬
ing all her other schoolwork. She’s actually
sitting just a few seats down from Katherine
Dexter ’09, who chose to come to Bates af¬
ter rejecting her acceptance to Stanford. Are
these the same people who are “twice as like¬
ly to receive warnings for their behavior” or
“three times more likely to be found guilty of
committing honor code violations?” Perhaps
we should stop using random, over-general¬
ized and outdated data and start looking at
Bates itself.
A recent study conducted by the athletics
department at Bates arrived at some conclu¬
sions that should be considered before de¬
ciding an entire sports team is unworthy of
their acceptance. Unlike differences found in
D1 schools with intense recruiting programs,
athletes’ and non-athletes’ GPAs at Bates are
clustered very close together, being only a
third of a letter grade apart. At Bates, this is
the difference between a B and a B-. Oddly
enough, it is also known that the women at
Bates have an average GPA of around a B,
while the men at Bates have an average GPA
of a B- (Coffey, 2002). So although the same
GPA discrepancy exists between females
and males at Bates as it does between non¬
athletes and athletes, we still think that the
student athletes are pulling us down? This

vote No on #1

doesn’t seem to be a fair conclusion.
But let’s strike some more relevant chords.
After all, the volleyball team isn’t facing po¬
tential abolition. So who exactly on the foot¬
ball team is bringing down the Bates College
standards? I’ll bet it started with Mike Lopez
’04. He was football captain, a math major, a
writer for The Student, a Daria scholar and
a Rhodes finalist - definitely a dumb jock
who’s only contribution to Bates was his role
on the football team. It continues with senior
Anthony Arger who studied abroad in Spain
prior to coming to Bates, and was awarded
the Hoffman Research Grant to return and
gather more information for his thesis. He
has been an all-academic awardee for all
three of his seasons so far, including during
his junior year when he was a JA. What about
Claudenny Obas ’08? Aside from holding
many work-study positions, he is a member
of Amandlal, treasurer of the organization for
indigenous students at bates (ISN), and has
dedicated his time to organizing fundraisers
for the Katrina Relief Fund. After this semes¬
ter of football and performing in “Taming of
the Shrew,” he plans to study abroad during
the winter. Or maybe fullback Steve Lattanzi
’08 is a good example. He has been involved
in many school theatre productions and also
has a large role in “Taming of the Shrew” this
semester. I bet the members of his cast don’t
think of him as a football player. I’ll bet they
think he’s one hell of an actor.
As humans we are multi-faceted, and as
Bates students we are even more so. Bates
breeds students who are heavily involved,
bright and capable. This does not exclude
the athletes. In fact, in some cases they are
leading the pack. On top of the 50 hours
a week that student-athletes, on average,
spend in practice and in other game-related
activities, student-athletes at Bates have also
been prominent figures in other areas. The
same study conducted a few years ago also

found that athletes are more likely than non¬
athletes to “engage in research with a faculty
member, present or publish a paper, com¬
plete independent study research, participate
in internships and be members of the honor
society” (Coffey, 2002).
As this study asserts, the names men¬
tioned in this article are not diamonds in the
rough; they are not exceptions. Every team
on this campus is full of talented, intelligent
individuals who make Bates better everyday
just by attending. Please don’t let our uni¬
forms invalidate that.
Just like the writers of this paper are more
than journalists and the members of the col¬
lege choir more than singers, we are more
than athletes. No one at this school should
feel comfortable being defined by one as¬
pect of their personality or one activity in
which they participate. We all contribute to
this community in many ways and in doing
so make Bates one of the most prestigious
liberal arts colleges in the nation. Suggesting
that football players or any other student ath¬
letes are threatening this reputation is igno¬
rant, offensive and should not be tolerated.
My volleyball season ended yesterday,
terminating my career as a college athlete. If
my only contribution to this school was my
sport, I guess I’d be deemed pretty worthless.
I guess there would be no point for me to
stay. But, as it turns out, I have an indepen¬
dent study to finish, an a capella group to be
a part of, a choir to sing in and a thesis to
write. I hope it won’t bring the school down
too much if I stick around for a while.

Of note: This article was written by Liz
Santy with contributions from members of
the Bates Volleyball team. Statistics were ob¬
tained from a paper/study by Suzanne Cof¬
fey, athletic director at Bates College. For
copies of this study you may contact her at
scoffev @bates. edu.

An obsolete Disaster
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acceptance of bestiality and pedophiles.
Heath believes, not surprisingly, that
gays will go to hell, and that “an overwhelm¬
ing Yes vote...will so discourage them they
will stop forcing us to think about, and talk
about, their deviant sexual fantasies.” I, for
one, didn’t get the memo that equal rights
are now a “deviant sexual fantasy.” Heath is
also quite outraged that some Maine towns,
such as Bar Harbor, have added sexual ori¬
entation to their town’s non-discrimination
policy. He thinks this “is having its desired
affect - no more freedom of speech.” What,
pray tell, is he afraid he and his fellow bigots
can’t say in Bar Harbor?
“You’re such a f***ing flaky faggot! You
can’t do anything right!”
Yeah. Teachers there probably can’t say
that to their students anymore.
If you don’t think No on One is neces¬
sary, because discrimination doesn’t hap¬
pen in Maine, it does. The Center for the
Prevention of Hate Violence just did a study
on discrimination towards GLBTQ people
in Maine. That’s where all these quotes are
from. It’s up on the Maine Won’t Discrimi¬
nate website.
Both sides of Question One know that
this is the final, deciding fight. This year is
it. Yes or No, discrimination or no discrimi¬
nation. This isn’t a partisan issue; it’s not a
religious issue. It’s just whether or not we
want equal rights in Maine.
Maine is an amazing state, with amazing
people. Michael Heath and his hateful Chris¬
tian Civic League do not represent us. But
they are powerful and working desperately
to ensure that discrimination is made legal
again, and this will be a very, very close
election. Please, if you never do anything
else political all year, on Nov. 8, walk over
to the Armory and vote No on One. It would
mean so much to so many people.

so I would have most likely been listening to
Smashing Pumpkins or WWF Entrance Music
Vol. 4, but it was still better than nothing.
Obviously my siblings would have none of
it, though, knowing that whatever I walked
out that door with was banished to the land
of eternal winter until Thanksgiving at the
very best. No one would even make eye
contact with me as I frantically searched the
house for something, anything, that I could
listen to. Finally, heaped on top of a dusty
pile of useless items in a remote corner of
the house, I found a Walkman.
You may not remember these little con¬
traptions, so I’ll reacquaint you. It is the size
and weight of a brick. It has an absurd plas¬
tic clip on the back that allows you to wear
it on your belt, making you not only look
like a complete tool but also representing
the comfort equivalent of carrying an un¬
sheathed dagger between your jeans and
your hip bone. It has an internal antenna,
which I found out over the course of three
painful hours, is comparable in range and
technological sophistication to a pair of Di¬
xie cups and a string. All in all, it’s pathetic.
As the bus began to move and every¬
body around me started to whip out their
iPods I shamefully tried to keep my Walk¬
man hidden in my lap under my sweatshirt.
To be caught not one, but two waves behind
the cutting edge in music technology is abso¬
lutely humiliating. My friend spotted it about
an hour into the ride and actually laughed
out loud. My embarrassment was as severe
as if I had wet my pants, and that’s a feeling
I haven’t experienced in weeks.
I didn’t have a cassette to listen to because
they no longer exist, so I was at the mercy
of the FM/AM half of this "multifunctional"
piece of equipment. I was a bit discouraged
when I realized that without digital tuning I
would need to turn that little wheel to find a

station, especially because the wheel is actu¬
ally a torture device used primarily during the
Spanish Inquisition. It is nearly impossible to
move so you need to lean on it with all your
thumb’s might, and it consists of razor-sharp
teeth that were literally piercing my skin by
the time we reached the Massachusetts bor¬
der. What’s worse, on the FM scale there is
approximately half a centimeter separating
100 and 108, even though there are about
twenty stations in that range. You need the
poise and steady hand of a neurosurgeon to
dream of finding even a crackly signal. And
crystal clear music? Sorry, you’ll need to find
a music-playing device from at least the 90’s
for that.
I found myself twisted around in my
seat with the Walkman tilted at a ridiculous
angle toward the window, making infinitesi¬
mal movements on the wheel of death in the
hopes of even hearing a single note of mu¬
sic. Pure static was all I heard for almost the
entirety of the ride, and when I stopped ev¬
ery so often to let my blistering thumbs rest
I would catch sight of someone peacefully
spinning their finger along the gray circle
on their iPod. I can honestly say that I have
never been so envious of something in my
entire life. What is that cushy gray material?
Cashmere? From my miserable vantage point,
changing songs on an iPod looked like the
most enjoyable process in the world.
Eventually, after hours of toil, I heard
Frank 107.5 blasting through my headphones
with the crisp clarity usually reserved for dig¬
ital music. Unfortunately, when I glanced out
the window to see if the clouds had actually
parted for this miracle to occur I saw only
a huge sign reading, “Exit 80 (Formerly 13):
Bates College.” My struggle was over, but I
didn’t hurl my Walkman into traffic when I
got to the bus station. Instead, it will remain
in my desk so that I never forget how lucky I
am to be 19 and not 39- How did those poor
souls survive?

to Santa
MEGAN HAMILTON
STAFF WRITER

What if while sifting through a pile of
mail you came across the following letters,
perhaps scribbled in crayon, stamped and
addressed NORTH POLE:
Dear SantaI want a train. A toy train. DO YOU UN¬
DERSTAND? I must be blind, either that or
you don’t know your own toys, but the gifts
under my tree last year (itemized below)
bear no resemblance to what I requested
- that’s right, MY TOY TRAIN. I expect this
situation to be dealt with immediately or at
least by Christmas Eve.
Billy Bates
P.S. How much do you get paid?
P.P.S. The list, as promised—
1. Game Boy 2. soccer balls 3. stocking
filled with candy...
Dear SantaI don’t really find my recent gifts up to
par, per se. Perhaps instead of the -standard
knit 'sweater (from1 the GAP, - bfi all pflaces)
you could try something a little more cre¬
ative, or at the least find me one with a de¬
sign, preferably stripes. Cashmere is nice
as well.
Certain I’ll be seeing you soon—
Bianca Bates
It kind of rubs one the wrong way,
doesn’t it? Even if Santa to you is just a car¬
toon image conjured up by Thomas Nast,
the tone is distressing, the impressions of
the writers all wrong. And what if you’re
still a “believer” - what if you’re imagining
that jolly old soul sitting in his workshop,
poring over letters and coming across these?
Well then it seems cruel, downright heart¬
breaking, the kind of stuff inspiring colle¬
giate students and “old-timers” alike to scoff
at the behavior of “kids today.”
Except the catch is that the “kids today”
penning such letters are Batesies and the
sentiments aren’t bound for the North Pole
but instead sent via e-mail and posted on
the Virtual Napkin Board. The excessive
capitalization (the closest the typed word
gets to yelling), the condescension, the faux
emergency of the demands made are all bor¬
rowed from October napkin board postings.
And it’s not an elderly soul of questionable
reality (or perhaps a pair of conniving, mythprotecting parents) who will read them but
instead someone quite present and real
- frequently seen in and about Commons
- the Dining Services Director, Christine
Schwartz. Which makes the situation some¬
thing more of an affront, if you will, because
while it’s of questionable conscience in all
but extenuating services to send such mis¬
sives to an ambiguous, even disembodied
entity (Santa Claus, the editorial staff of the
New York Times, the claims department for
your HMO) it’s clearly both inconsiderate
and insulting to send one to someone you
actually know.
The Virtual Napkin Board is useful for a
meandering kind of procrastination and as a
forum for praise, suggestion and constructive
criticism. In a curious way, I assert that let¬
ters directed its way might be vaguely similar
to those you write Santa which - at the risk
of sounding like Miss Manners - should in¬
clude phrases like “if you would,” “I prefer,”
“please” or “it would be nice...” The trite but
ever-adept adage about looking a gift horse
in the mouth seems especially applicable.
Even those at Bates who complain about
Commons (including myself, every other
Friday when I crave grilled cheese and the
dish of choice is something like shepherd’s
See Virtual Napkin Board, page 4
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DIGITZ
58
The percentage of Australians who said
that getting drunk was a part of “the Austra¬
lian way of life.” The National Drug and Al¬
cohol Research Council conducted a study
of 1,500 Australians, discovering that most
started drinking at the age of 10.

1,800
The number of profiles on a farmersonly dating website started by an Ohio man.
ferry Miller says he started his site because
many farmers don’t have time to meet peo¬
ple the old-fashioned way.

24
The number of teenage girls trying to
create a “girlcott” against popular youth re¬
tailer Abercrombie and Fitch for stereotyp¬
ing women. They claim that the company’s
t-shirts degrade women, pointing to shirts
with sayings such as, “Who needs brains
when you have these” or, “I had a nightmare
1 was a brunette,” as examples.

690,000
The amount of money, in dollars, that
a Houston millionaire paid for a light blue
1975 Ford Escort GL once owned by Pope
fohn Paul II. “The car will never be driven,”
said O’Quinn, “but hopefully, in my life, I’ll
be able to go back and touch this car and
feel the pope’s spirit.”
Sources: www.abclocal.com, www.usatoday, http://wfmynews2.com, www.yahoo.
com.

Peter Lasagna Letter

Suzanne Coffey Letter

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

more money than non-athletes after col¬
lege. This oversight indicates both a narrow
definition of “success” and clear intellectu¬
al bias. Gladwell continues, “Shulman and
Bowen would like to argue that the attitudes
of selective colleges toward athletes are a
perversion of the ideals of American elite
education, but that’s because they misrepre¬
sent the actual ideals of American elite edu¬
cation."
It has been my privilege to work with
exceptional people at two of the most high¬
ly selective institutions (Brown University,
Bates College) in America. This idea, ex¬
pressed by Mr. Stokes, Shulman, Bowen and
Levin, regarding which students deserve ac¬
cess to this education, disturbs me. Much of
the multicultural, economic and geographic
diversity that exists at Bates results from
identification and relationship-building by
coaches.
My experience (and Bates’ data) reveal
that SATs, GPA and class rank are poor indi¬
cators of future academic or professional suc¬
cess. Many of the most interesting, dynamic,
prosperous people that I have known were
those deemed potentially “at risk” by a col¬
lege admissions office. More often than not,
these students match or exceed the academ¬
ic achievements of their peers, thrive after
college and give back to their alma maters.
How can Stokes or Bowen make a statis¬
tical comparison between a high school or
college two-sport captain who maintains a
3.4 GPA and a student involved in zero cocurricular activities and judge one of them
a superior candidate or achiever? Students
that commit to their passion for sports meet
every admissions and academic require¬
ment at Bates AND risk success and failure
in public arenas. These young people toil
while others sleep. They learn, sacrifice and
endure for Bates. Stokes may never under¬
stand their drive and talents. He should re¬
spect their value as honorable equals.
- Peter Lasagna
Head Coach of Men's Lacrosee,
Men's & Women's Golf

Question on the Quad
What's the worst thing that Mrs. Doubtfire did?

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

are allocated occurs on an annual basis.
Second, your letter allows me to communi¬
cate not only support of all of our students
and coaches, but also to say how much I re¬
spect the integrity of the processes involved
in the selection of candidates who make
up each incoming class. Our colleagues in
Admissions administer a comprehensive
and effective formula as they review the ap¬
plicant pool. The art of assessing the merger
of achievement with aspiration and promise
is a point of pride at Bates. We have a
wonderfully talented, engaged and competi¬
tive student body at Bates to show for these
efforts.
It is unfortunate that you would leap
from the data quoted in The New York
Review to assume that all institutions in the
survey fall within the median. When Bates
submitted data for the Bowen and Levin
project we used the opportunity to delve
deeper than required into our own story.
What we learned about ourselves is that we
are indeed different from our NESCAC peers
in very important ways.

The statistics you quote are not
at all reflective of our community. Our
students who participate in varsity athletics
are more likely than their non-athlete peers
to participate in research with a faculty
member, more likely to present or publish
a paper, more likely to hold an off-campus
internship, and more likely to be a member
of an honor society. Unlike the stereotypic
image painted by the quotes in your letter,
football-playing students perform at levels
comparable to their athlete and non-athlete
peers. Indeed, some of our best football
athletes are College Key and Scholar-Athlete
Society inductees.
We are proud of our history and tradi¬
tion. Our athletes are hard working and
dedicated. There is much to learn and value
in the pursuit of winning.
I welcome the opportunity to speak
with you in person when you return to
campus. Best wishes for a wonderful rest of
the summer.
-Suzanne R. Coffey, Associate Professor
and Director of Athletics

Virtual Napkin Board
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

pie) must recognize, on some level, that we
“have it pretty good” here. We’ve all been
to other college cafeterias before - whether
it was a summer sports camp or a weekend
visit to a high school friend - and have seen
just how bad mass-produced food can get.
Limp lettuce, mysterious brown sauces, less
than our thirty flavors of cereal and not a
peanut butter square in sight. It's a big bad,
dining-services-contracted-out world. Not to
mention the fact that a frequent alumni griev¬
ance is the lack of options and struggle for
preparation in the meals of their own postBates lives. Is it home cooking just like your
mom’s? Probably not. But it beats my many
George Foreman-grilled veggie-burgers this
summer while living in Whittier House sans
meal plan.
It seems the crime here, really, is not in
the expression of frustration but in the act
of sending it under the guise of productive
communication. One of the many endear¬
ing anecdotes relating to Abraham Lincoln
tells of him counseling someone to write a
letter in which to pour out all of the anger
and irritation festering within. The story is
something to the effect of: “And then what?”
queried the advisee. “Send it?” “Oh no,” re¬
plied the President. “I never do. I put it in

a drawer and later tear it up.” The writing
of such letters was an endeavor effectively
clearing the air without the legacy of conflict.
After all, the problem with angry letters is
twofold. There’s the damage they do and the
risks they take - Lincoln, for example, recog¬
nized that as the nation was engaged in war
it would be unwise to alienate his generals
through mailing them epistles merely irate
or derogatory. Then there’s something less
tangible - the constructions of ourselves such
words create. As an outside reader - such
as a trustee, prospective student or current
parent - it’s hard to imagine the impression
such letters could generate, but it’s doubt¬
ful that it would be good as there’s a reason
those ALL CAPITALIZED DEMANDS make
each and every one of us cringe. This cer¬
tainly isn’t the case with all the letters online
or even the majority but, it seems to me, in
scrolling through the webpage, that Christine
Schwartz and the Dining Services Staff have
been the brunt of an inordinate amount of
complaints this month. As Christmas (at least
at WalMart) rapidly approaches, it seems
there’s time in the semester’s final months for
any and all who read and or write on the Vir¬
tual Board to put it to its proper use - thesis
avoidance, crackling oat bran defense - and
resume a dialogue less naughty and more
nice.

BATES RATES
"She lit her boobies
on fire."

"She was into
bondage."

Anna Jarashow '06

Takeshi Morita '06

The Halloween Dance

-tv

Tannenbaum was a pitbull...
We've found a new head of
Homeland Security.

Getting caught trying to
sneak into the Halloween
Dance

"She had a penis."

"She likes to party
with farm animals."

Lauren ]Noo '07

Subira Gordon '06

Reporting and photos by Samuel Haaz '06

Inebriated, incognito, incredible.

Cryptozoology Exhibit

t

Did someone say there's a
$1,000,000 reward for Big
Foot's head?

New "Albums" feature
on The Facebook

rfs

If they add the Commons dining
schedule it will officially be the
only website I visit.
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Should Americans Care About Muslim Public Opinion?

Bond Issues,
Mayoral
Election on
Nov. 8 Ballot
ALEXANDRA KELLY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ing policy-making like policy-making in
Jordan, Kuwait, etc.”
Gilani further stressed the importance
of public opinion polls saying, “Discus¬
sion and discourse can be much more in¬
formed compared to if you only had the
views of newspaper men and editors as
far as current issues are concerned... now
they have their value, not that they don’t
have value but to supplement that [with]
current public policy polls which gives
you variety and detail [that] you can ana¬
lyze for yourself, that’s the difference.”
After Gilani spoke on the importance
of public opinion polls and Muslim pub¬
lic opinion, the session was opened to
questions. One question asked, which has
been on the minds of many Americans
since 9/11, was about what America can
do to get back in the Muslim world’s fa¬
vor? While there isn’t one particular thing
that America could do, Gilani offered an
insight to both America and a suggestion
for change, “A major strength of the U.S. is
its pluralism. It has and can accommodate
a variety of views...that is what makes it
the United States. It absorbs people from
all over the world and continues to ab¬
sorb ideas and people from all over the
world.”

For several weeks now, students have been
campaigning to raise awareness of the first is¬
sue on the Nov. 8 Referendum Election: Ques¬
tion 1. There are other questions that will be
on the ballot, and potential voters should be
prepared to make educated decisions on these
before they enter the voting booth.
There are seven questions on the ballot that
will apply to the entire state of Maine, and sev¬
eral that will apply only to Lewiston; the elec¬
tion of officials for the city and representatives
for each of the different wards. On the state,
ballot, questipn 1 .is a People’s Veto,:questions
2-6 gfeibqnd;iS£p£§; apd'question-;/! is#\Cpngtj-j
tutional Amendment for the State of Maine.
Question 1, as students have been discuss¬
ing for several weeks now, is whether or not to
reject the new law that would prevent people
from discrimination in employment, housing,
education, public accommodations, and credit
based on their sexual orientation. A “yes” vote
is in favor of the veto and will disapprove the
legislation, while a “no” vote will oppose the
veto and approve the legislation.
Questions 2-6 are bond issues, mean¬
ing that they are with regards to the issuing
of bonds to pay for state-sponsored projects.
According to the Treasurer’s Statement in the
Citizen’s Guide to the Nov. 8 election, the State
of Maine borrows money by issuing bonds.
The Legislature decides which projects should
be funded by money from the sale of bonds,
and are then required by law to put these proj¬
ects out for voter approval. This election will
decide whether to approve or reject each of the
proposed projects. In each of these questions, a
‘Yes” vote will indicate approval of the project,
and a “no” vote will indicate disapproval.
Question 2 regards a $33.1 million bond is¬
sue for improvements in transportation systems
across the state, including highways, bridges,
airports, public transportation, port systems,
harbor structures and bicycle and pedestrian
trail improvements. Question 3 proposes $8.9
million bond issue for purposes related to agri¬
culture and the environment, including sustain¬
able water sources and irrigation systems along
with support of public water system improve¬
ments.
Question 4 describes a $20 million bond is-

See Public Opinion, page 6

See Ballot Issues, page 6

SARAH BECK / THE BATES STUDENT
Fulbright Scholar and visiting professor, Ijaz Gilani is teaching a seminar and giving a series of lectures during his time on campus.

SAM NAGOURNEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With the number of American deaths
in Iraq up to 2000, Wednesday evening’s
discussion on whether Americans should
care about Muslim public opinion came
at an appropriate time. Wednesday eve¬
ning was the first meeting of the Center
for Muslim Studies - a program sponsored
by the Roosevelt Institute. The Center for
Muslim Studies, one of what will eventu¬
ally be several different policy centers.
During the Center’s first meeting, at¬
tendees were able to take advantage of
the great resources that visiting Professor
Ijaz Gilani had to offer. Gilani, a profes¬
sor at the University of Islamabad in Paki¬
stan and head of Pakistan Gallup polls,
is teaching a seven-week seminar on the
Muslim World as well as giving multiple
lectures on a variety of different topics.
Gilani started the discussion with a
brief history of how he got into public
opinion polling. After receiving his Ph.D.
in Political Science, a senior Pakistani min¬
ister asked him how the government could
improve its image. Faced with the over¬
whelming difficulty of advising the govern¬
ment, Gilani considered how governments
receive their information. He realized that

one of the primary sources of informa¬
tion for policy makers is newspapers, but
newspapers as a sole source are flawed
as they are missing the crucial thoughts
of the people: “The newspaper is focused
on important events, important meetings
[and] important locations, but the public
opinion and what the government is re¬
lated to [is] much wider than that... The
[newspaper] agenda is very much set by
a small group and that agenda is pursued.
So again information is gathered but what
information is gathered and from where
it’s gathered is not totally representative.
Public opinion surveys provide that third
element whereby it can be clear what, at
the bottom, lies.”
Giliani argued that Americans and
American policy makers should care
about Muslim public opinion, because it is
America’s foreign policy that has spawned
hatred and misunderstanding between the
American and Muslim World.
He explained, “one might argue that
the United States deals with governments,
not the people as such.” Even though a
country might agree with the United
States’ foreign policy, the foreign govern¬
ment’s approval isn’t necessarily the ap¬
proval of the people: “the circumstances
are that popular views may not be affect¬

BCSG Passes Amendment to Academic Bill of Rights
Members Also Discuss Feasibility of Need-Blind Admissions Policy
IRIS LIM
STAFF WRITER

The much-discussed Academic Bill of
Rights, that was passed during last year’s
Short Term, was amended at BCSG’s week¬
ly meeting on Oct. 31.
The Academic Bill of Rights has been
discussed by BCSG for the past three
meetings, however, BCSG waited to make
a final decision until a majority of mem¬
bers were present and people represent¬
ing both sides of the argument surround¬
ing the bill were in attendence.
The main issue surrounding the Aca¬
demic Bill of Rights, debated at this meet¬
ing, dealt with the distinction between
academic freedoms and academic rights.

A resolution submitted by Treasurer Vaibhav Bajpai ’07 and Wentworth Adams Hall
Representative Michael Nevill-O’Neill '07,
stated that arguments surrounding the Ac¬
ademic Bill of Rights ignored the fact that
there was a difference between academic
rights and academic freedoms. The resolu¬
tion stated that although BCSG supports
the idea of academic freedom, it does not
support giving students academic rights.
It was resolved that “we place our faith in
the Bates College faculty to determine the
ideas and arguments that pass academic
muster and deserve academic treatment.”
“If you support the ideas in the Aca¬
demic Bill of Rights, professors can’t reg¬
ulate discussions, even when a student
claims that the Holocaust never existed in

a class about the Holocaust. The profes¬
sor would have to entertain all ideas ex¬
pressed, even if they aren’t academically
appropriate,” said Bajpai.
Other members present expressed that
the academic rights of students needed to
be protected and some of the members of
the public that attended shared personal
accounts of having felt their academic
rights violated. A majority of people pres¬
ent felt that academic rights should not be
given to students.
Those students that feel that they are
being discriminated against by a member
of the faculty can have the problem inves¬
tigated by the Dean of Faculty Office. The
resolution, passed at this meeting with a
majority of members present, does not re¬

peal the Academic Bill of Rights.
Other important issues brought up for
discussion dealt with financial aid. There
was a mention of need-blind admittance
and whether or not it would be possible
for Bates to accept students without con¬
sidering their ability to pay tuition. As it
stands now, a member pointed out that
around 70% of the school is funded by tu¬
ition so it would be hard for Bates to move
toward a need-blind policy. It was also
stated that only a small number of appli¬
cants are even affected by non need-blind
policy. Bates College’s admissions process
first chooses a pool of applicants needblind and then admits students based on
how many students the school can afford
from that pool.

NEWS
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Green Energy Seven Questions, Municipal Positions Make Up Ballot Issues
Could Happen
in December
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
gathered over 500 signatures by the end
of the week.
The expiring two-year contracts supply
power to the medium and large generator
services, which send energy to the main
campus area and exterior buildings such
as Merrill Gym and the Physical Plant. The
residential houses run on a separate ac¬
count that makes up 2% of the electricity
used on campus and is automatically re¬
newed under a standard energy offer.
Financing is one of the major obstacles
to the campaign. The cost of green energy
is more expensive than what the college
is currently paying for electricity. Accord¬
ing to Paul Farnsworth, Project Manager
for the Physical Plant, buying into green
energy with our current contract would
have meant a surcharge of 3/10 of a cent
per kilowatt hour. The college uses 14 mil¬
lion kilowatt hours annually, so renewable
energy would have added $42,000 to the
bill.
There are two ideas the Environmen¬
tal Coalition has suggested for collecting
the extra money, explains Woll. Either the
school could take the funds from other
parts of the budget and divert them to en¬
ergy costs, or they could add it to tuition
and provide an opt-out plan for families
not interested in paying additional fees.
The decision whether or not to switch
to green energy will be made jointly by
Bates President Elaine Tuttle Hansen,
Treasurer Terry Beckman and the Physical
Plant. It will be based on the electricity
bids the college is provided with by Maine
Power Options, the buyers group made up
of other higher education institutions and
health care facilities that Bates is a mem¬
ber of, said Farnsworth.
Another complication is the deregu¬
lation of power in Maine. Central Maine
Power is the only company authorized
to deliver power in the state, but many
other companies are certified to generate
and sell it. “Is deregulation a good thing? I
don’t know,” said Farnsworth. “Before the
outrageous escalation of prices [after the
hurricane season] it seemed like a good
thing.”
The transition to renewable sources,
“seems feasible,” said Woll, citing the
green energy use at Colby and similarefforts at Tufts. “We wouldn’t be cutting
down on how much energy we use, but
we would be supporting energy that isn’t
giving off emissions and working to stop
global warming.”

Public Opinion
Discussion
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

There was a sense of optimism in the
room as young people from different cul¬
tures all shared the same desire for bet¬
tered relations among the American and
Muslim Worlds.
When asked about the
differences between the University at Is¬
lamabad and Bates College, Professor said
“[They’re] something very similar. Young
people behave the same everywhere, curi¬
ous and energetic.”

sue intended to stimulate economic growth and
job creation through investments in the Maine
economy. Question 5 is on a $12,000,000 bond
issue to purchase land “statewide from willing
sellers” for conservation and preservation, as
well as for purposes of outdoor recreation.
Question 6 is a $9,000,000 bond issue to
make building renovations at campuses in the
University of Maine system, and the Maine
Community College system.
Question 7 proposes to amend the Consti¬
tution of Maine to allow the Legislature to au¬
thorize property tax assessment of waterfront
land used for commercial fishing in the same
manner in which farms, open space and forest¬
land are now assessed. A “yes” vote will indi¬
cate approval of this amendment, while a “no”
vote will indicate disapproval off the amend¬
ment.
The positions up for election in the City of
Lewiston municipal election are those of Mayor,
City Council, and School Committee. School

Committee has one candidate-at-large, on
which all voters will decide, and both School
Committee and City Council members will be
decided by ward.
The Bates campus is divided across two
wards: Ward 1 and 3, both of which vote at the
Lewiston Armory.’ Depending on their dormi¬
tory, students may find out when they arrive at
the Armory which section they will be voting
for.
The two candidates for Mayor of Lewiston
are the current Mayor Lionel C. Guay, Jr., of
3i8 East Avenue, and Charles A. Soule of 170
Bartlett Street. Guay is a lifelong resident of
Lewiston and a graduate of the University of
Maine, and has received the Community Ser¬
vice Leadership Award, the Lewiston Citizen of
the Year Award, the State of Maine Recogni¬
tion Award, the Sisters of Charity Health Sys¬
tem Stewardship Award and the Community
Service Recognition Award. He is a Lewiston
business owner in accounting, and won the
mayoral election in 2003 with 76% of the vote.
Soule, who also ran for mayor in 2003, based

his campaign around giving the mayoral office
in Lewiston more power, including a veto over
City Council, and to bring more tourism into
Lewiston with the building of a replica of the
Eiffel Tower. This is his fifth time running for
Mayor of Lewiston.
For City Council positions, there is only one
candidate for Ward 1: current Council member
Stavros J. Mendos of 617 Main Street. For Ward
3, there are two candidates: current Council
member Lillian LaFontaine O’Brian of 68 Nich¬
ols Street and Marc L. Mason of 60 Lafayette
Street.
For School Committee, all positions have
only once candidate. The at-Large candidate
is Leah M. B. Poulin. For Wards 1 and 3, the
candidates are John T. Buder, Jr. and Dennis
Grafflin, a faculty member in the Bates Depart¬
ment of History.
The Bates New World Coalition will be
compiling a voting guide for the campus, in¬
cluding information on each of the questions
on the ballot and the candidates up for elec¬
tion.

James Hughes, Sowell Prof.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
drug companies are abusing the patent process
to increase their profits.
“The belief among many people is that pat¬
ent protection in the pharmaceutical industry is
too strong, too long-lasting and getting longer
all the time,” said Hughes. His research indi¬
cates an opposite trend: the period of a drug’s
life on the market under patent protection is
getting shorter as it takes longer for the drug
to obtain FDA approval and complete clinical
trials.
From 2000 to 2001, consumers saw a 17.1%
increase in retail prescription drug spending,
but not solely due to price increases. In fact,
Hughes continued, price increases were only
responsible for 24% of the increase, while 37%

ISN Panel

resulted from an increase in the number of pre¬
scriptions written. Hughes believes “the current
state of affairs for the pharmaceutical industry,
whether you think it is good or bad, is the re¬
sult of a long line of changes of patent rule,
drug rules and in the pharmaceutical market
itself.”
The music industry’s troubles originated
with technological advances. “The problem
came when you could copy CDs on your own
home computer,” said Hughes. “The internet
[allowed music] to be transferred almost instan¬
taneously to anywhere on the globe.”
Currently, there is much debate about
whether the music industry actually lost any¬
thing from the rise of internet music sharing.
Hughes believes there may have been a shift in
where the industry makes its profits, but does

not think that the music industry has been dealt
a fatal blow. “As [countries with poor copyright
protection] grow, they will do what the United
States did and pay more attention to intellectual
property protection,” explained Hughes.
As an endowed professor, Hughes will have
access to the Willetts’ gift to support his salary
and research. “Primarily, it’s a recognition of his
accomplishments. It is the most seen senior rec¬
ognition that faculty can have,” explained Dean
of Faculty Jill Reich, who introduced Hughes.
“This endowment is such a great honor,”
said Hughes, “I owe Bates a lot more than
Bates owes me. This endowment says to me
that Bates gave me a chance and I made good
on that chance.”

Make a Difference Day

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
was “bowing to political correctness,” said Danforth. “I think they were trying to fight racism,”
he continued.
Illicit public images can lead to the dehu¬
manization of Native Americans, stressed Pro¬
fessor McClendon. By looking at mascots and
other depictions, “we begin to understand one
thing - indigenous people were not the cre¬
ators,” he said. McClendon explained that he
sees this issue as a question of power because
one group is controlling another by using these
hurtful images.
He also discussed the deficit of classes with
curricula focused on aspects of Native Ameri¬
can culture and the low number of indigenous
students. Bates has a “poor and terrible” history
of recruiting Native American students and pro¬
fessors, said McClendon.
“We must look internally to transform Bates
to a climate of diversity,” he continued.
Professor Taylor spoke about the damage
done through the continual use of the Frontier
myth, the story of expansion to the West anc
conquering the people who already lived there.
“We don’t get the other side,” she explained.
Because of the stereotypical way it portrays
Native Americans, “the Frontier myth can keep
us from seeing First Nation sovereignty,” Taylor
said.
She believes the myth is still used today
when politicians talk about the war in Iraq with
the terms invasion, occupation, and genocide.
“There’s frontier talk everywhere,” said Taylor
“The myth is that you can do such a thing
- conquer and occupy."

KATIE SEAMON / THE BATES STUDENT

On Saturday, Oct. 29, 30 students gathered to volunteer as part of the an¬
nual Make a Difference Day program. Volunteers worked with Habitat for
Humanity, raked leaves and cleared away pine needles, served at Trinity
Soup Kitchen and completed trail maintainence along the Androscoggin
River. "This year had the most participants yet. We were impressed with
the turnout, especially for such a busy weekend," said Volunteer Fellow
Christopher Petrella '06. The event was made possible by organizational
help from the Harward Center for Community Partnerships.
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ARTS
Becoming Kate
Bell '07 will play Shakespeare's 'shrew¬
ish' chameleon in upcoming production

S

BEN LEBEAUX

ARTS STAFF WRITER

he’s no ingenue and she knows it.
She does not play the demure, na¬
ive, innocent blonde waif of a girl.
Instead, she’s often the knowing,
raven-haired, assertive woman, and quite
frankly, she prefers it that way.
“There are so many advantages to be¬
ing type-cast [as the villain],” Kym Bell ’07
confides. While the audience arrives with a
packaged, ready-made hatred for the antag¬
onist, “as the protagonist, you have to win
the audience over...As a protagonist you
have to defeat the villain and the audience,”
Bell says.
But in the theater department’s upcom¬
ing production of William Shakespeare’s
“The Taming of the Shrew,” Bell will have
to play both villain and protagonist, shoving
her audience away before drawing them in.
Playing the ‘shrewish’ Katherine, Bell will
have to integrate both the pushing motion
of the villain and the pulling movement of
the protagonist: snapping yet sympathetic,
caustic yet congenial.
Bell, a Carver, Mass, native and double
major in English and theater, has been in¬
volved with theater since her freshman year

in high school. She had always enjoyed
watching the high school performances but
never predicted that she would one day be¬
come a part of them. Eventually she de¬
cided that she had “nothing to lose” and au¬
ditioned for the comedy “Over Here.” Bell
has remained in the theater because of its
characteristic energy and escapism: “right
before you walk on [to the stage] is better
then when you walk off,” she says. She also
says that while acting removes a sizable
chunk of time from her day, and that when
she does eventually return to her other “ob¬
ligations,” they do “seem so much worse in
contrast.” Having that escape “keeps me sane
and makes me crazy. For two hours I’m not
Kym Bell, I don’t have physics homework. I
just have to fall in love with Petruchio.”
Though falling in love with Petruchio,
played by Stephen Lattanzi ’08, does keep
her from physics, playing Katherine does
not come easily to Bell. “It’s the first time
I’ve ever had to change over the course of a
play,” she says. “I see so many different parts
to [Katherine], I don’t think she fully under¬
stands herself until the end, until she sees
herself through Petruchio,” reflects Bell.
Indeed, Bell believes Katherine has both
a “projected” and an actual image. Bell says
that Katherine “feels she’s been wronged,
misunderstood. But she plays into that be¬

cause she’s been so
mistreated.” Despite
Katherine’s corrosive¬
ness, Bell feels that
Kate “wants to be
loved,” wants “to be
accepted for who she
is without having to
push people away to
make them want to
come in,” adding that
Katherine’s relation¬
ship with the other
characters in “Shrew”
mirrors her relation¬
ship with the audi¬
ence.
Bell achieved such
an insight into her char¬
acter by first attending
to the words that she
speaks. “You have to
SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT
know the lines before Bell '07 will play Kate , the saucy shrew, in the upcoming producyou know the charac¬ tion of "Taming of the Shrew," which opens this week.
ter,” she says, adding
that “what the charac¬
i s
ter says is what the character is.” That insight the original motivation for a preceding line,
developed as Bell began to interact with the adding that though it “sounds cliche... when
cast: on stage, she could better understand you understand the motivation you underher own lines by the reactions they elicited.
See Bell, page 9
Bell assumes that eliciting a certain reaction

Right vs. Tight
The Female Fashion Dilemma on Halloween

Storytelling Club
Offers Space for
Students to Share
MARISSA CORRENTE

ARTS STAFF WRITER
KENDALL HERBST

FASHION COLUMNIST

Riddle me this, Bates College. What did
the baked potato say to the sexy nurse at
.the Halloween dance? Answer? Uh.. .nothing
because regarding one another in a lumpy
brown sack vs. a midriff exposing uniform,
both felt incredibly awkward at the blatant
difference between their costume styles.
Halloween is one of only a few precious
days that grants people uncontested agency
to dress as outlandishly as they please. In¬
terestingly, girls at Bates make choices that
reflect a complex polarization, even tension.
On one hand, some girls decide to use this
opportunity to purchase French maid, Cath¬
olic school girl and NFL cheerleader outfits.
While these costumes are about as original
as the use of indie music on episodes of
“The O.C.,” they certainly succeed in attract¬
ing attention and taking full advantage of
a harmless, playful outlet of sexual expres¬
sion. On the other, usually more covered,
hand is the girls who mimic comic book
characters, food products, and political fig¬
ures. These brave girls face the intimidating
challenge of trying to be funny. Quite a
risk as, in general, boys have predominantly
and puzzlingly monopolized this category,
generally more willing to shed any hope of
being attractive and resign their dignity for
the evening. Though both female groups
embrace modern Halloween’s spirit, they
adopt radically different costume philoso¬
phies. One exudes adult sexuality, while the
second upholds a younger, cleaner image.
Consequently, implicit in every Halloween

large. The National Re¬
tail Federation compiled a
list of 2005’s most popular
adult Halloween costumes.
According to the NRF,
more than half of all 18-24
year olds plan on dressing
up this year, 54.7 percent
to be exact. After scanning
the top twenty most preva¬
lent costumes, it becomes
evident that the friction
between the balance of
attractiveness and humor
surfaces in America in par¬
allel ways to Bates. Among
the top twenty standout
costumes are angels, prin¬
cesses, and nurses.
As
these are, at least tradition¬
ally, rather appealing cos¬
tumes it is a safe assump¬
tion to count these women
among those deciding to
look desirable. Celebrities
like Jennifer Lopez, Paris
Hilton and Kylie Minogue
SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT
align with this group as
On Flalloween, girls usually dress up in costumes that are
well. Their style roots in
intended to be either funny or sexy. Nachelle Wiegman
sex appeal. “I don’t try
'06 went as a Maine hunter.
to be a sex bomb. I am
one,” cheekily remarks
party saturated with Playboy bunnies and
Minogue, typifying this
Harry Potters alike brews the unspoken di¬ group’s audacious stance. Glamorous fash¬
vergence between girls attempting to look ion labels like Cavalli, Versace and Gucci
especially attractive or those aiming only target this brazen female with collections of
for the absurd.
plunging necklines, animal prints, and mi¬
This fractured dilemma echoes across croshorts.
the country and directly into fashion at
See Halloween, page 9

It’s the second half of the semester, and
we all know what the means: work, work
and more work. The stress mounts. Dead¬
lines and due dates are all you can focus on.
It is virtually impossible to unwind and re¬
lax. Unless of course there was some open,
comfortable, friendly spot to run to when
the thought of writing yet another paper
was just too much. And lucky for us, there
is such a spot. Every Tuesday evening at 6,
Bates’ new club, the Storytelling Club, meets
in Pettengill and promises a fun, interesting
and relaxing time.
Founded by Mike Wilson ’07 and Ben
Reed ’08, the Storytelling Club came about
due to a variety of inspirations. Wilson took
his experiences from an English class with
Carole Taylor and also a short term course
on ethnography. The English class exposed
Wilson to the idea of cross-cultural com¬
munication and understanding. By reading
stories from different cultures, Wilson was
forced to consider the cultural and personal
implications of the story. By doing so, Wilson
learned to make contacts with the author in
a much more humanistic and personal way.
This idea touched Wilson, and was fur¬
thered by his experiences in the ethnogra¬
phy short term class. In this class, Wilson
nterviewed former mill workers in the Lewiston-Aubum area, and in doing so, real¬
ized the power of storytelling. By listening
to their stories, Wilson gained insight into
their lives. He developed a personal con¬
nection and understanding of these initially
unknown people, and learned that storytellSee Club, page 9
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Exhibit Shows Diverse Families

Symposium

Artists Show That "Love Makes a Family"

Discusses Upcoming

ous foster children. The identifications sup¬
plied with the text are also important and
revealing. Consider Allan Amaboldi, a gay
man and father, who is identified not simply
Last week, a new photography exhibit,
as that, but as a first grade teacher. The texts
“Love Makes a Family: Portraits of Lesbian,
and the stories combined with the personal
Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender People
portraits, humanize and illuminate the love
and Their Families,” opened in Chase Flail.
that surrounds all
Sponsored by OUTfront
the different types
and co-sponsored by Hilof existing families.
lel, the exhibit displays
The
the photographs of Gigi
exhibit delivers a
Kaeser with accompany¬
message pertinent
ing text edited by Peggy
to the times: the
Gillespie. Both women are
exhibit coincides
co-founders and co-direc¬
with the last two
tors of Family Diversity
weeks before the
Projects. This non-profit
November election.
organization based out of
Bates students and
Amherst, Mass., creates.
faculty have been
traveling rental exhibits
very persistent with
that promote diversity and
the ''No on 1" cam¬
tolerance. In Chase Hall
paign, which asks
until Nov. 6, “Love Makes
people to register to
a Family” uses the idea of
vote in Maine and
the family unit to combat
vote no on ques¬
homophobia and intoler¬
tion one. If passed
ance.
this would legalize
Each photograph in the
the discrimination
exhibit shows a different
of people based
family. The families come
on their sexual ori¬
from different racial, cultur¬
SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT
entation.
While the
al and social backgrounds,
timing of the “Love
but are all in some way Kin of all kinds: The "Love Makes a Family" photo exhibit in Chase Hall docu¬
Makes a Family”
connected to lesbian, gay, ments gay and lesbian partners and their unique families and lives.
exhibit was not di¬
bisexual or transgender
rectly influencedby
people (LGBT). For exam¬
ple, there is the portrait of Mary Ann Nu¬ Kaeser and Gillespie achieve this, is through question one on this year’s ballot, members
gent, Ruth L. Kuzmanic, and their two sons, the pictures. Each photograph is a family of the sponsoring groups feel it is important
Zach, 6 and Luke, 7. The portrait shows the portrait, but it is not a rigid, formal por¬ to realize that if passed this amendment will
lesbian couple presumably on the steps of trait. All the families are shown in their own have vastly negative implications for LGBT
their house, looking toward each other, and homes or yards, and seem comfortable and families. There were talks of having a discus¬
talking and laughing. Behind them are Zach at ease. Sometimes even the people are not sion panel to stress these significances that
and Luke, laughing heartily while they play looking at the camera, which seems as if coincided with the opening of the exhibit,
Kaeser is capturing a very intimate and per¬ but scheduling conflicts prevented such a
with toy-horses upon their mothers’ heads.
panel. If passed families such as Luke and
This photograph depicts a loving and sonal moment.
The format of the text also helps the Zach’s could certainly be affected. Such a
happy family environment, and the comple¬
overall message of the exhibit. The text al¬ law would make it legal for their mothers to
mentary text add to the effect of the photo.
In their interviews, Ruth and Mary Ann re¬ lows the people in the photographs to be¬ be fired from their jobs simply because they
veal a unique family faces different preju¬ come real. No longer are they strangers in love one another, and possibly cause boys
dices and hardships because of their rela¬ a picture; they become people like Chris¬ like Luke and Zach with same-sex parents.to
tionship. However, the love they all have for tine Kulesa and Laurie Castonguay, a lesbian have their whole family unit disrupted.
one another, while special, is not unlike the couple who open up their home to numer¬
MARISSA CORRENTE
ARTS STAFF WRITER

love in my family or probably even yours.
As six-year-old Zach says, “A family is a nice,
full-of-fun friendly group of people. We are
joyful and fun to be with.”
The exhibit successfully shows that dif¬
ferences of sexual orientation do not make
a family unit any less of a family. One way

Art Exhibit
KATIE CELESTE
ARTS STAFF WRITER

The Museum of Art hosted a sympo¬
sium titled “Cryptozoology: Out of Time
and Place Scale” this past weekend, Oct.
28-29. The symposium precedes an ex¬
hibit of work related to cryptozoology that
is scheduled to open at the Bates. College
Museum of Art in June 2006. Although the
symposium drew many prominent figures
from the art world, the keynote speaker
was Loren Coleman, a leading cryptozo¬
ologist, who defines cryptozoology as “the
study of hidden animals (whether large
or small), to date not formally recognized
by what is often termed Western science
or formal zoology, but supported in some
way by testimony (in its broadest defini¬
tion) from a human being and evidence of
their presence.” Coleman is not concerned
with representations of unknown or mon¬
strous creatures; instead', het is concerned
with finding and documeijifirig. thej exis- .
tence of these creatures. Ihj^n' irServfewj
Coleman stated that the' agists were
on
tangents.” When asked how he felt about
the relationship between art and cryptozo¬
ology, Coleman said that he appreciated
interacting with other academics, but that
fine art representations of unknown crea¬
tures, and, more importantly, pop culture
representations of these creatures, were
misleading. Coleman cited “Harry and the
Hendersons” as an example of a misrep¬
resentation, saying, “that’s not how Bigfoot looks.” Coleman is a curious keynote
speaker for the symposium because he is
neither concerned nor aware of how these
creatures function in art work, nor is he in¬
terested in the reasons artists are choosing
these “hidden creatures” as their subjects at
this juncture.
The art world, in a parallel fashion, is
not concerned with whether or not these
creatures exist. Artist Sean Foley spoke Sat¬
urday morning about his work, which will
See Hidden Creatures, page 9

Auburn's Burrow A Book-Worm Haven
RACHAEL GARBOWSKI
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Ever have the urge to get off campus?
Looking for a quiet place to study? Why
not try the Book Burrow, located in Auburn
across from K-Mart and next to Applebee's?
This family-owned and operated business is
a great spot to do homework, grab lunch,
buy a book or shop for presents.
Originally opened in May 2002, the Book
Burrow moved last March to its new location
on Center Street. The shop sells mostly new,
but also used, books in many genres. There
are comfy lazy-boy recliners available where
you can read and relax. The Book Burrow
sells children’s toys and games, including a
giant stuffed giraffe and the popular Berenstain Bears. Also for sale are occupational
therapy educational toys. If you are looking
for a present for someone older, the shop
also offers jewelry, decorated boxes and ce¬
ramic cards that can be hung after they are
received.
In addition to browsing the book col¬
lection, relaxing in a comfy chair and buy¬
ing presents for all ages, the Book Borrow
also offers a variety of foods and drinks at
their cafe located just inside the store, and
at reasonable prices. For lunch, the cafe
offers grilled panini sandwiches in many
types with literary names such as Heming¬
way, Scarlet O’Hara, King Lear, and George

Orwell. Also available is a soup of the day day Dec. 20 the Book Burrow is having a offered in the past include interesting guest
and a salad. For dessert, the cafe offers as¬ Men’s Shopping Night Out, where the store speakers, teen nights, kids story time, and
sorted cookies, New York-style cheesecake will offer snacks, a cash bar, and free gift youth writing workshops.
Coming up in November and Decem¬
and cinnamon buns. For hot drinks, there wrapping, while helping men shop. Com¬
are many kinds of lattes including Oregon ing up on Friday Nov. 25, there will be a ber, the Book Burrow will host many mu¬
chai tea, spice, nog or cider, herbal tea, Ital¬ jazz lunch by Valerie Bennett from 1 p.m. sician showcases, and wants to invite any
ian steamer, and coffee. Cold drinks include to 3 p m. Friday free of charge. Other events Bates students who are interested in setting
up an afternoon or
Italian sodas, iced tea and Island
evening to play for
Oasis smoothies. Most impressive
a local crowd. The
is their variety of espresso drinks
Book Burrow hopes
that range from a cappuccino to
to become a wireless
a Milkyway latte. There is a sitting
hotspot sometime in
area next to the cafe surrounded
the next few months,
by a mural of an English garden
which
will make this
painted by a relativeof the store's
an even better place
owners. This is a great spot to not
to get some work
only grab a bite to eat, but catch
done. Not just a
up on homework in a quiet space,
bookstore, the Book
especially on Sundays, when the
Burrow is a great
store is less busy.
place to hang out,
The Book Burrow also has
buy gifts, and grab
many exciting events each month.
a bite to eat among
Up on display one can view local
other things. The at¬
art and also a student art contest
mosphere is friendly
from several local instructors. Just
and peaceful, and
last week New York Times Best
very
welcoming
Selling Author Tess Gerritsen held
to students. Check
a book signing at the Book Bur¬
out their interesting
row with a reception and hors
events or just stop
d’oeuvres. Coming up on Tues¬
by to grab a latte, a
RACHAEL GARBOWSKI/THE BATES STUDENT
day, Nov. 15, there will be a ladies’
good book of poetry
Night Gift Registration and Holiday
Lazy-boys and Lattes: The Book Burrow offers good reads, a comfy place
and a lazyboy.
Cooking Demonstration. On Tues¬
to sit and a cafe.
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Bell Prepares for Part New Club Encourages
"Shrew" character offers
Student Interaction
Through Storytelling
opportunity for versatility
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

mirrors Katherine’s and Bianca’s. Bell smiles
and adds that she “can’t wait” for her own
stand the character.”
sister to see her performance.
Though Bell has had months to ponder
Though eager to start the performances,
and better understand her character, she Bell discusses a type of first-line threshold, a
realizes that she must instantaneously pres¬ smothering anxiety she experiences “when
ent Katherine to her audience. Perhaps the the lights go down” as she waits behind
most demanding and integral aspect of this the entrance. “Two seconds before you go
presentation is what Bell calls the “immedi¬ on you don’t know if [the first line] is go¬
ate chemistry” between Katherine and Pe- ing to come out” she says, later adding that
truchio: citing the vocal director for theater she doesn’t feel that she’s proven to “own”
productions,
Kati
her character until
Vecsey, Bell says that
long-term expo¬
we dub this “imme¬
sure to the audi¬
diate chemistry” as
ence.
such because “we
"For two hours I’m not
After
grada¬
don’t know what
tion, Bell wants to
Kym Bell, I don’t have
else to call it...It’s
work her way into
not love at first sight,
Boston theater.
physics homework. I just the
it’s just chemistry.”
She sarcastically
Though Bell herself
refers to these
have to fall in love with
provides half of that
plans as a “pipe
chemistry, she also
dream” and laughs
Petruchio."
must rely on Lattanas she adds, “it’s
zi. Bell calls Lattanzi
not that we need
a “professional,” but
another
waitress
t i- -£ I 1 3
,•
.
,.
■ !
i
emphasizes his sense
who acts on the
of experimentation
side.” This enun¬
over that professionalism. “It’s fun to work ciation of a very basic concern and Bell’s
with someone who is always surprising underlying awareness of the difficulties in¬
you,” Bell says about Lattanzi, adding that herent in pursuing a life in the theater in¬
when the actor wants to try something new, dicate a unique maturity seldom seen in an
he generally doesn’t tell Bell, thereby mak¬ actress. This bitter knowledge drives out the
ing Katherine’s and Bell’s reaction the same.
ingenue yet also replaces it with something
In other situations, Bell relies on her rarer, something genuine, something hon¬
own past experiences to provide a contex- est. That exorcism leaves Bell with the rare
tualization for Katherine’s motivations: Bell space wherein she may create a familiar hu¬
says that her relationship with her own sister man character.

Hidden Creatures to Come to Olin
on leashes and rats with ears growing on
their backs. These images blur the line be¬
be included in the exhibit. He stressed that tween humans and animals and produce
he did not believe in these creatures, and anxiety because they make humanity hard
that he hoped that they would remain enig¬ to define and contain. The hidden creatures
matic and unfound. He described himself as of cryptozoology are impossible to contain
a “romantic individual in a room imagining as well: they are officially unreal, yet they
things,” and said that he
exist as cultural
was attempting to cre¬
ideas. Thompson
ate open-ended images,
seemed to suggest
not legitimize crypto¬
that cryptozoologzoology. Foley went on
ical creatures may
to say, “the imaginative
be popping up
possibility of seeing
because they rep¬
something so fantastic
resent the hybrid¬
offers enormous creative
ity and monstros¬
potential.” The power of
ity at the source
these images, according
of our fears. The
to the artist, stems from
problems of rep¬
the intense longing one
resentation
and
feels to see a monster.
signification come
This longing is particu¬
to a head in art
larly potent because it
that depicts con¬
will, in all likelihood,
structed subjects.
never be satisfied or
Although
Santa
rewarded. Foley is also
Claus is unreal,
drawn to cryptozool¬
he is an idea that
ogy because it offers an
can be considered
“empty space” because
and represented.
there . are no authorita¬
A picture of Santa
COURTESY OF BATES ART MUSEUM
tive images of these
Claus (or Bigfoot
creatures; Foley likened
Exhibit will feature hidden creatures
or a unicorn) is a
the creative freedom of that lurk in the dark.
representation of
painting unknown crea¬
nothingness and a
tures to constructing a representation of representation of the abstract. Art’s relation¬
Frankenstein. In both cases, the idea of the ship to truth and nature has always been
creature is the only certainty, so the artist unclear, but it is particularly murky in an
does not need to answer to the visual ex¬ age where art has moved beyond the rep¬
pectations of his audience.
resentation of reality. The Cryptozoology
Nato Thompson, Curator at MASS MoCA, exhibit will present art that broaches impor¬
spoke about monstrosity and hybridity in tant questions about the nature of truth and
art, and the anxiety they produce. He ar¬ belief, and representation, perception, and
gued that current events have provoked and reality. If die Symposium is any indication,
heightened this anxiety, and shared images the exhibit will be entertaining and diought
of prisoners at Abu Ghraib being led around provoking.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
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ing was integral to reaching out and creating
such humanistic bonds.
With these lessons in mind, Wilson ap¬
proached his friend, Reed, and the two
worked together to create the Storytelling
Club. Both agreed that such a club was nec¬
essary to have at Bates. As Reed said, “Bates
is very, very busy. It’s nice to go to a room
and reflect about things in your past or your
present, and be able to tell stories about
them, instead of just working all the time.”
Wilson agreed, and also maintained that in
such a busy environment, people tend to get
cemented into their own groups, and as a
result, there can be a lack of communication
or sharing.
What the two have thus, created with
the Storytelling Club, is a comfortable place
where people can come, share their stories,
and learn from one another, but most im¬
portantly learn about one another. Wilson
sees the club as a space not only to share
emotionally but also to create cross-cultural
communications. With more understand¬
ing comes more openness, and as people
in the club share their personal feelings and
experiences, the others present can see and
understand their point of view. Wilson said,
“The Storytelling Club allows people to care
more readily and easily, because they un¬
derstand where the other people are coming
from now.”
With some help and guidance from Pro¬
fessor Taylor, Chaplain Rachel Herzig, and

Professor Charles Carnegie, Reed and Wilson
established the club. The format of the club
meetings are pretty laid back and not overly
structured. Each meeting begins with either
Reed or Wilson welcoming everyone and es¬
tablishing the space as a safe environment in
which anyone can share (or not share) their
stories. The weekly meeting has a theme, and
the stories adhere to that theme. Past themes
have included injuries, food, and friendship.
As the meetings are open to anyone from
Bates students and faculty to residents of the
Lewiston-Auburn community, Wilson and
Reed tend to chose themes that are simple,
evocative, and universal. People take their
turn telling their story when the speaking
stick comes to them. Not a traditional speak¬
ing stick, the object changes each week de¬
pending on the theme (when the theme was
injuries, the speaking stick was a latex glove
filled with water). The meeting ends with a
gende reflection by all, and serves as a time
to not only conclude the meeting, but also to
make connections and realize the unifying
themes between all the different stories.
The Storytelling Club certainly has the
potential to be a great asset to the college
community. It promotes respect, openness,
and community but does so in a distinctly
unique and personal way. Wilson and Reed
are happy and excited with the shape the
club is taking, but hope that participation
will continue to not only increase but also
diversify. Whether you decide to share a
story or not, you will leave with your load
a little lighter.

Halloween Fashion is
Polarized for Females
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

ceiling and the concluding bows at the start.
Such reversed ideas permeated the clothing
with models showcasing inverted gowns
and jackets as trousers. Clearly, here sexu¬
ality takes backseat to humor and wit.
Though 2005’s Halloween has passed,
it’s never too early to grapple with these
dense philosophical choices for 2006. To
resolve one’s internal debate over which
costume route to take, the sexy or the funny,
essentially just one question stands. Which
do you prefer: a trick or a treat?

However, also prevalent on the NRF’s
list of popular Halloween costumes are
pumpkins, pirates, and wizards, generally
more humorous selections. Maggie Gyllenhal, Bjork, and Sienna Miller symbolize
this group’s mentality, sporting quirky vests,
loose tunics, and, of course, the occasional
swan dress. Prioritizing what is not seen,
rather than what is flaunted, usual concep¬
tions of sexual garb crumble. Sienna Miller
suggests, “Men’s
traditional view
of sexiness isn’t
sexy. It shouldn’t
be so obvious:
push-up bras and
miniskirts?” Mov¬
the
ing even farther
from a focus on
Centra1 Maine's Premier Dining
and Judging Destination
conventionally
feminine, alluring
Dinner Reservations Wednesday
fashion,
come¬
dian Gilda Rader
once admitted, “I
Pleasant St.f
base most of my
Drees Code: liusiness lv S
fashion sense on
what doesn’t itch.”
Presented by executive Chef
Moreover, labels
Six Irue Courses
like Marc Jacobs,
Eight Entrees
Yohji Yamamoto,
Inclusive Pricing
and Victor & Rolf
Current menu available at www. munroEi,
cater to a young
Now Accepting Thanksgiving Reservk
woman who in¬
j
if* d&jT
jects a sense of
-o
Historic atmosphere featured on IRTlVla
humor into her
wardrobe.
For
Wednesdays and Thursdays 5-9
their most recent
Fridays and Saturdays before 6 and after
collection, Victor
& Rolf opened
their Spring 2006
fashion show with
a catwalk on the

Fine Dining
Lodging at

CMunroelnn

782-4Q8:

15% off Dinner

7:30
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Women's Rugby Triumphs over UVM; Men's XC Finishes Ninth at NESCAC's
Advances to NE Final Four
JEN MCINNIS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Last
weekend,
the
undefeated
DownEast Conference Champion wom¬
en's rugby team, ranked number three
in New England, hosted the number five
ranked UVM team for the first round of
the playoffs.
The Bobcats immediately took to the
scoreboard when center Jackie Smith ’07
scored the first try in the corner in the
first few minutes of the game. Afton Pavletic ’08 enhanced this try with an amaz¬
ing conversion kick, making the score
7-0. Not long after that, Bates raked in
some more points when Ari Waldstein ’08
scored the second try for Bates right off of
a lineout and into the corner making the
score 12-0.
While Bates clearly dominated most of
the first half both offensively and defen¬
sively, a penalty and lapse in the defense
allowed UVM to dive through the defense
and complete a conversion to make the
score 12-7.
The second half proved to be a dif¬
ferent story as both teams battled for the
majority of the half in order to maintain
possession of the ball. Toward the end of

the half, however, Smith was once again
able to tally some points for the Bobcats
by breaking away from the UVM defense
scoring the last try of the game and bring¬
ing the final score to 19-7. Bates was able
to shut out UVM for the rest of the game
due to tough defense and notable offen¬
sive runs.
Joanna Good ’06 was honored as
“Woman of the Match” because of her
undertaking of a new position at outside
center. “From her new position, she has
been able to make even more tackles and
runs and has greatly contributed to the
distribution of the ball, now more than
ever,” noted captain Sarah Wilson '06.
Sabrina Miess '09 was also honored for
several excellent plays while replacing
Good’s old wing position.
Following this win, the women will
next travel to Plymouth State for the Final
Four's of New England where they will
face the number one ranked Plymouth
State team this Saturday. “The past two
years Bates has lost the first game of the
final fours,” said Wilson. “But this year I
feel as though our team is at its best and I
am very optimistic about making it to the
next round.”

Middlebury Shuts Out
Field Hockey in Finale
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

to make the playoffs, but the good news
wasn’t official until an hour later, when the
team learned that Amherst lost to Williams
4-2, meaning that Bobcats would travel
from Waterville to Middlebury to face the
Number 2 seed Panthers.
The first round match-up was a rematch
to a game played at Bates two weeks ear¬
lier in which the Bobcats were trounced
8-1. This time around, the team played a
better game, but still fell to Middlebury 30. The Panthers were on the board early,
as they scored a goal just over a minute
into the game. They would add another
only ten minutes later, and would go into
the half leading 2-0.
But, as was the case in the Colby game,
the Bobcats came out in the second half
and played a much better game. Unfortu¬
nately, the renewed effort didn’t translate
to the scoreboard. Middlebury added an
insurance goal midway though the half,
while Bates wasn’t able to score despite

outshooting the Panthers for the half.
“We outplayed Middlebury in the sec¬
ond half,” said Hohlt. “Our forward line
did an excellent job pressuring, especially
Brooke Anable and Rachel Greenwood.
But we just couldn’t put one in. But I’m
incredibly pleased with what happened.
They didn’t back down in the second half
despite being down to a great team like
Middlebury.”
For the team, 2005 represents a major
step forward for a program that finished a
combined 5-23 the previous two seasons.
With a lot young talent returning, the team
should improve next season, despite los¬
ing the veteran leadership of Anable, Judice and Lindsay Allsop ’06.
“The combination of the talent we
have coming back and the work ethic I
have seen means we should improve next
year,” said Hohlt. “The three seniors did an
excellent job of leading by example, but if
our returning people put in the same ef¬
fort in the offseason, we should advance
past the first round next year.”

Women's Soccer to Face
Polar Bears Next Weekend
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

play, neither team could capitalize
over two periods of overtime, and in
a 110-minute thriller, the match ended
in a draw.
Less than 24 hours later, the Bates
women found themselves engaged in a
do-or-die bout with Williams, who had
defeated the Bobcats in regular season
play 2-1. Bates struck first when Mary
Bucci ’07 scored in the game’s l6th
minute to take the early lead. Bucci’s
goal would prove to be the only score
of the game, with the Bobcats holding
on to win and advance to the NESCAC
semi-finals next Saturday. Nini Spald¬
ing ’08 played another brilliant game
in net behind a sterling Bates defense,

earning four saves, and tallying her
fourth shutout in five games.
The Bobcats next play Bowdoin,
who demolished Middlebury, in the
NESCAC semi-finals Saturday, and
should they win, the Bates women will
play the winner of the Tufts/Colby
game on Sunday. As Coach Murphy
stated after the first game of the sea¬
son, “NESCAC is incredibly competi¬
tive in women’s soccer, and any team
can beat the other on a daily basis.
There are no upsets as all the teams
are exceptionally talented.” Bates al¬
ready beat Bowdoin once, and has the
ability to beat both Tufts and Colby.
Both games will come down to hustle
and heart, two of the Bates women’s
specialties.

fifth and sixth slots for Bates, respectively.
Biggart ran a 27:38 time, followed by Percy
STAFF WRITER
in 27:41 and Kenney in 28:07. Fereshetian
commended the team’s noticeable progress
This past Saturday, captain Dan Johnson
in some areas and their potential to beat
’06 led his band of Bobcats in the NESCAC
some very good teams. However, as noted
Championships hosted by Wesleyan. John¬
throughout the season, Fereshetian reiter¬
son, who head coach Al Fereshetian de¬
ated the team’s necessity to build depth.
scribed as having significantly elevated his
“We have still not been able to really put
level of performance this year, placed first
together our best performance from the top
for Bates and fifth overall. He finished the
down throughout the entire team. We do
8-km race in 25:29- His time qualified him
not have enough experience to make up for
for All-NESCAC first team honors.
performances that are less than our best,”
“Dan continued his stellar season with
said Fereshetian. In order for the Bobcats
another outstanding performance. He is
to beat the top-notch teams they face, their
running with the best in the country, week
experience and depth of talent must con¬
in and week out,” said Fereshetian.
tinue to grow consistently in races.
Commenting on the team’s perfor¬
“Still, as we approach ECAC’s this week¬
mance, Johnson thought the team did well
end we are hopeful that we can take a big
considering that the men were competing
step to be much more competitive as a
in one of the toughest conferences in the
group. This will be our last tune-up prior
nation. Johnson was also pleased with the
to the Regional Championships,” said Fe¬
performance of the top three runners who
reshetian.
are “really taking a step in the right direc¬
Next Saturday, the team will head to
tion.”
Connecticut College to compete in the
Steve Monsulick ’07 placed second for
ECAC’s. “We have a great chance of win¬
Bates and 17th overall at 26:22, while Matt
ning the meet,” said Johnson, who will not
“Chewy” Dunlap ’08 placed third for Bates
be competing. Instead, the team’s twoand 38th overall at 26:53- Johnson applaud¬
through-eight place runners on the team
ed both runners for their finishes, as they
will run. In this meet, the younger runners
both ran the best they have in their Bates
will have an opportunity to strut their stuff
careers.
and gain some experience in the front of a
Captain Matt Biggart ’06, Andrew Perrace.
cjBjy /! D- ( 30 TTU C
cy’08, and William “Stompy” Kenney ’08 also
had excellent races, finishing in the fourth,
JESSIE SAWYER

Football Falls to Colby
in CBB Matchup
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

with a three-yard touchdown pass from Bran¬
don Colon ’08 to fullback Adam Poplaski ’07.
The score inched Bates closer in the game and
gave the team new life.
At the 12:10 mark of the fourth quarter,
kicker Tyler Schmelz ’06 brought the Bobcats
even closer with a 35-yard field goal. Bates
could not completely climb out of the hole
they put themselves in, as Colby added a 29yard field goal with 1:25 left in the game to
make the final score 24-17.
Colon led an excellent offensive display by
Bates with 245 yards and a touchdown from
22 completions. He suffered a slight injury in
last weekend’s game against Middlebury, but
looked very healthy against Colby. Coach Harriman spoke about
Colon’s performance.
“Brandon did a nice
job in the pass game.
He was more patient
with his reads.”
Wide
receivers
Anthony Arger ’06 and
Dylan MacNamara ’07
contributed to Colon’s
big game. Arger had
seven receptions for
90 yards while Mac¬
Namara had seven
for 95 yards. Coach
Harriman had praise
for the pair, saying,
''Both Dylan and An¬
thony put themselves
in positions to make
plays by running ex¬
cellent routes. Once
the ball was in the air
their athleticism al¬
lowed them to make
some key recep¬
tions.” Running back
Jamie Walker ’07 also
had a big game on
the ground picking
up 89 yards and a
touchdown from 28
rushing attempts.

The Bobcats defensive unit also featured
some special performances. Lineman Terence
Ryan ’07 had a monster performance with 11
tackles, including three sacks. Harriman com¬
mented on his performance, “Terence has
been a leader on defense all year. He was due
for a big game and certainly got it on Satur¬
day.” Linebacker Dave Bodger ’06 also had
a big performance with 15 tackles. Schmelz
also played an important role in the game by
converting a field goal and two extra point at¬
tempts for the Bobcats.
Bates will host rival Bowdoin in the final
home game of the season for the Bobcats. De¬
pending on the results of this game and the
Colby-Bowdoin matchup, Bates could still
grab a share of the CBB title, giving the Bow¬
doin game extra importance.

SPORTS
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Rowers Come Out on Top at CBB's
JOHN MCNULTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

After competing in the Head of the Charles
Regatta, crew ended their season rowing in a
race of a smaller scale at the CBB Regatta. Go¬
ing up against their closest rivals, both the men
and women rose to the occasion by winning
four of the eight races, including the men’s
varsity eight race.
The men’s victory came despite major
changes in the crew lineup. Because there
was a separate freshmen crew race, the three
first-years who rowed at the Head of the
Charles the week before were not allowed to
compete in the varsity race.
Joining the varsity eight was Matthieu Riviere-Platt ’07, Eugene Kim ’08, Drew Hagstrum
’08 and Dylan Eberle ’08, while Tim Austin
’06, Nate Hubbell ’06, Colin Hollister ’06, Jon
Blanchard ’08 and coxswain Christian Ford ’08
all had raced the weekend before. “We didn’t
have a normal practice in that lineup,” noted
Hollister. “But it seemed to come together.”
Despite the changes, the A Crew still took
first, completing the 2.5-mile course in 12:52,
four seconds ahead of Colby’s A Crew, and

well ahead of Bowdoin’s A Crew. “There were
a few moments in which we were sloppy and
that cost us time,” said Hollister. “But we were
able to pull together. We raced very well es¬
pecially since we didn’t expect to beat Colby
with the new lineup being thrown together so
quickly.”
Both of the freshman boats for the men also
came up victorious in their races. The fresh¬
man eight won with a time of 13:33, ahead of
second place Colby by over 40 seconds, while
the freshman four beat second place Bowdoin
by 1 minute and 20 seconds. The varsity four
came in fourth out of six boats.
The women’s varsity eight, on the other
hand, had to deal with a tough opponent
in Colby. The White Mules have one of the
top women’s crew programs in the country,
as they were Division III Champions in 2003.
Although the Bates women were unable to
beat them this time around, they did come in
second with a time of 14:33, only 21 seconds
behind. It was a huge improvement over the
Head of the Charles, when they had finished
55 seconds behind.
“I think our rowing technique on the wa¬
ter has improved considerably this season,”

said Hallie Preston ’06. “This can be attributed
to the addition of two new coaches this year,
Eliot Pitney and Anne Lewis. Their help has
allowed each rower to receive more atten¬
tion.”
The women’s A Crew had the same line¬
up as the Head of the Charles, with Preston,
Megan Germscheid ’06, Catherine Cluett ’08,
Emily Howeison ’08, Laura French ’07, Laura
Director ’08, Colleen Hanlon-Smith ’08, Emily
Hoffer ’06 and coxswain Katie Nolan ’06.
The B Varsity Team tied for fourth with
Bowdoin, while the freshman eight lost by just
two seconds to Colby. The women’s fresh¬
man four managed to win their race, finishing
four seconds ahead of Bowdoin with a time of
18:16.
For both teams the fall season is now over,
but so far the season has been a huge success,
and the rowers hope that the intensity will
carry over to the spring season. “I like the at¬
titude that the entire men’s and women’s team
has shown this fall and I’m psyched to see
it carry through winter training and into the
spring season,” said Hoffer. “I think we’re go¬
ing to surprise a lot of schools in the spring.”

Controversial
Call Dooms Men's Soccer at Amherst
i
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
SCAC), and was awarded the number four
seed by winning a tiebreaker with Bates
and Tufts who had identical conference
records. The first meeting with Amherst in
September was played at Bates and ended
in a 1-1 tie. However, Amherst seemed to
get all of the calls on this day.
The Lord Jeffs broke out on top only six
minutes into the games when Joe Gannon
scored his first goal of the game unassisted.
The goal would stand until Schori scored
his second goal in as many days, beating

the Amherst keeper on a breakaway as¬
sisted by Brent Morin ’08. The score would
remain 1-1 until the second overtime. In the
meantime, the Bobcats and the Lord Jeffs
fought it out in a match of physical endur¬
ance. Bates was whistled for 25 fouls on the
day, while Amherst was called for 16. The
big blow of the game occurred with only
four seconds left in the second overtime.
Gannon was fouled in the box, setting up
a penalty kick that got by Schleicher. The
controversial goal ended the season for the
Bobcats far too suddenly.
To look on the bright side for the Bob¬
cats, this season was another success and

has hopefully helped establish Bates as one
the powerhouse soccer, programs in the
NESCAC. Bates outscored their opponents
34-19 over the course of the year, almost
one goal a game better then their oppo¬
nents. Individually, Morin led the team in
scoring with 11 goals and fiye assists. He
was followed closely by Terence O’Connell
’06 who contributed ten goals and three as¬
sists.
The Bobcats will have a solid unit com¬
ing back in 2006, but they must say good¬
bye to four seniors, who were all strong
contributors: O’Connell, Phil Johnson,
Brendan Nangle and David Shear.

Water Polo's
Season Ends
with a Ripple
NATE PURINTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Over the weekend, men’s water polo took to
the pool at Bowdoin College for the North Atlan¬
tic Club Championships with a berth to National’s
at stake. As recently as a few years ago, Bates
was a regular participant in National’s. However,
because of a restructuring of the league, water
polo now competes against some of the top club
teams in New England. Despite the long odds,
they went into the tourney looking to become a
Cinderella Story.
Their dreams were quickly shattered by
losses to both Dartmouth College and the Uni¬
versity of Vermont early on Saturday. Employing
some graduate students, a seedy maneuver even
with their club status, Dartmouth College over¬
whelmed the Bobcats 13-0. In the second game,
Bates fell to UVM, 106, a team more on par with
Bates in terms of talent. Drew Stowe ’06 called
it a “frustrating loss” caused in part to some “un¬
wise maneuvers that led to mismatches during
the third quarter.”
Alex Teague ’06 described one highlight for
the Bobcats in their match against UVM where
Stowe scored an impressive goal. “Drew gave a
free lesson to the UVM goaltender with a back¬
hand that went top shelf.” This gave hope early
on to the Bobcats. It proved for naught
On Sunday, water polo went up against arch¬
nemesis, Bowdoin, but fell 9-3. Stowe dted a
team physically exhausted from both the rigorous
matches of the previous day and the festivities of
the Halloween Dance the night before as reasons
for their defeat. The bitter defeat on Sunday ends
their season and the careers of the 2006 swim¬
mers.

Moore Leads Women's XC at NESCAC's
SCOTT PRIEST
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Kathryn Moore ’07 finished 16th overall at this
weekend’s NESCAC Championships, leading
women’s cross country to a 9th place
team finish. Moore finished with a time of
18:56.9, nearly two minutes better than her
finish at the State of Maine Championships.
“Kathryn ran really well,” said Head
Coach Jay Hartshorn. “She was only two
spots from the all-NESCAC team and her
time was really good.
Almost everyone
else ran their best times of the year.”
The Bobcats earned 229 points as a team, just
eight behind rival Bowdoin. Bates was defeated
by the Polar Bears by 26 points at State’s, and

showed a marked improvement at NESCAC’s.
“In terms of Bowdoin we were much
closer and it was just because we ran
better,” said Hartshorn.
“Eight points is
nothing in a big meet in cross country so
hopefully we’ll be able to beat Bowdoin
at the New England Division III meet.”
Following Moore in the standings for
the Bobcats was the steady tri-captain
Kim Whipkey ’06, who finished in 42nd
with a time of 19:37.5. Aviva Goldstein ’08
finished just behind Whipkey in 46th place,
followed by Rachel Judson ’07 and Molly
Balentine ’08 in 81st and 82nd, respectively.
The field consisted of 115 competitors.
“Kim once again ran great as did Molly,”
said Hartshorn.
“Molly has had a tough

Bobcat of the Week
Mary Bucci ’07
Bucci scored the lone
goal in women's soc¬
cer's 1-0 win over Wil¬
liams in the first round
of the NESCAC playoffs.
It was her third goal of
the season to go along
with three assists.

season but she’s hung in there through some
adversity and I think that we are starting to
see the results that we know she is capable of.”
Caroline Cretti of Williams nabbed her
second straight victory over rival Shauneen
Garrahan of Amherst, following Cretti’s
capture of the individual crown the week
before in the Little Three meet.
Cretti
finished NESCAC’s with a time of 17:54.3,
just three seconds ahead of Garrahan. The
highest Maine finisher was Colby’s Karen
Prisby, who notched fourth, leading a
group of three White Mules in the top 15.
Looking ahead, the Bobcats have three events
remaining in which their runners can compete:
the ECAC Championships next Saturday, NCAA
New England Regional Meet, November 12th

and NCAA Championships November 19th, for
which only five teams and five individuals will
compete from the region. The Regional meet,
then, remains the most important for the team.
“We are hoping for at least a top 10
finish, but I think that we have a shot at
being as high as 8th,” said Hartshorn. “For
ECAC’s, we’U send our second seven to the
meet and our top seven will be resting and
training for the New England Regional Meet.”
Hartshorn named the starters for ECAC’s:
tri-captain Holly Bales ’06, Emily Williams
’07,
Elizabeth
Scannell
’07,
Caroline
Ginsberg ’08, Lilian Rossow-Greenberg ’08,
Lily Hanstein ’09 and Allie Goldstein ’09.
The meet will be held next Saturday,
Nov. 5, hosted by Connecticut College.

Volleyball Falls Just Short of
Playoff Contention
JOHN BAUER
STAFF WRITER

Volleyball closed out the season on Saturday
at Williams College’s NESCAC Weekend. The
tournament began on Friday for the Bobcats
when they defeated Hamilton in straight sets 3020, 30-28, 30-27. Bates lost to Williams in four
sets 30-26, 24-30, 16-30, 16-30 on Saturday, and
fell to Middlebury 28-30, 19-30, 14-30 to put a
cap on the season. Bates finishes with a 7-23
record. This fall marks the first losing season for
the Bobcats since 1997 when they went 19-20.
Hamilton went down without much of a
fight, giving Bates their first set of consecutive
wins all season. The victory was their second
over NESCAC opponents in ten tries. Jasmine
McDavid ’06 hammered 13 kills to lead the Bob¬
cats. Katie Graeff ’07 assisted 30 times, while
Lauren Gold ’06 led the defensive effort with 18
digs. Erin Johnson ’07 also stepped up with 14

digs.
In their first Saturday match, Bates gave
up three straight sets to Williams after winning
the first. The Bobcats lost steam as the match
progressed. Bates lost a close second set 24-30
and then collapsed, losing the final two with the
same score of 16-30. McDavid led the offense
again with 11 kills, and Gold picked up an im¬
pressive 23 digs.
Against Middlebury on Saturday, the Bob¬
cats again seemed to become less competitive in
the later stages of the match. After a very close
first set loss, Bates was only able to put up 19
points in the second set and 14 in the third.
The team will be looking to fill the shoes of
two strong senior captains in McDavid and Liz
Santy ’06 during the offseason. The Bobcats will
surely hope to improve upon this year’s record
in 2006 and return the program to the success
that they had been accustomed to in past years.
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Bobcats Fight NESCAC Rivals in Playoffs
Bucci Goal, Spaulding Goaltending Lifts
Women's Soccer to Playoff Win

Amherst Tops Men's
Soccer in 2nd 0T

With a 2-2 double overtime tie
against Colby Saturday afternoon, the
Bobcats clinched a playoff berth for
the third year in a row, tying Williams
for the fourth overall seed in NESCAC.
Williams received home-field advan¬
tage and an eventual higher seeding
due to regular season head-to-head
play, but nevertheless found them¬
selves unable to stave off a relentless

CHRIS NELSON

MAC KING
STAFF WRITER

As we enter the month of Novem¬
ber, and the collegiate regular season
begins to draw to a close, many teams
find themselves hanging up their
cleats and laundering their high socks
for the last time. However, women’s
soccer will not be among that crowd.

ANDY JENNINGS / THE BATES STUDENT
Midfielder Julie Brown '09 tries to advance the ball during soccer's 2-2 tie at Colby.

After Big Win Over Colby, Field
Hockey Falls Short at Middlebury
JOHN MCNULTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Field hockey ended its season this
weekend with a 3-0 loss to Middlebury
in the first round of the NESCAC playoffs.
Despite the early exit the team can take
comfort in a very successful season. Four
wins in the team’s last five games allowed
for them to make the playoffs, the biggest
one being the last game of the regular sea¬
son, in which the team mounted a valiant
comeback to beat Colby 3-2. The Bobcats
finished their season with a record of 7-8.
First, the team had a match-up at home
last Tuesday against Oberlin College. The
team had traveled over 800 miles to Lew¬
iston for this non-league game. Unfortu¬
nately from the start, the weather would
prove to be uncooperative. Heavy rains
and temperatures in the thirties, along
with strong winds, made the playing con¬
ditions miserable.
In the first half, Oberlin jumped out
with two early goals before Rachel Green¬
wood ’09 tallied one for Bates with less
than seven minutes to go in the half. With
the poor weather continuing into the sec¬
ond half, Oberlin coach Deb Rainieri made
the decision to forfeit the game, citing the
need for her players to stay healthy for an
important league game that Saturday. “It
was the type of weather I’m used to deal¬
ing with coaching lacrosse in the spring,”
observed Coach Wynn Hohlt. “But the of¬
ficials thought it was safe to play, and we
were ready to play the second half.”
Fortunately, the weather was a bit bet¬
ter for the biggest game of the season that
Saturday against Colby, who entered the
game with a record of 5-7. For the Bob¬
cats, a win combined with an Amherst
loss would give the team their first playoff
berth since 2002.
On their home turf, the White Mules

took advantage of the game early with a
couple of goals by Mary Claire Snediker,
and the Bobcats soon found themselves
down at the half. But they came out play¬
ing much better in the second half.
“The biggest adjustments we made
were that our passes were shorter, and
we were defending the length of the field
and stepping into passing lanes, which al¬
lowed us to transition better,” said Hohlt.
The defense was also able to shut down
the Colby offense by clamping down on
Snediker, who Hohlt described as “their
playmaker.”
The offense also came alive in the
second half as well which, according to
Hohlt, was a by-product of the renewed
defensive intensity. The Bobcats broke
through with their first goal of the game
fifteen minutes into the half when Allison
Marshall ’07 scored off of a direct shot
from a penalty corner. She was assisted
by Erin Chandler ’08 and Brooke Anable
’06. The fact that the goal came off of
a penalty corner was important according
to Hohlt because “It was something we
haven’t been able to do well lately.”
Less than three minutes later, Emily
Sampson ’09 scored an unassisted goal to
even up the game at 2-2. With less than
twelve minutes to go in the game, Green¬
wood scored the go-ahead goal from an
assist by Abby Childs ’09. As the game
clock wound down, Colby began to raise
the pressure again in a last-ditch attempt
to prevent Bates from walking away with
a win. Fortunately, the Bobcat defense
managed to hold strong, as did goalie Sar¬
ah Judice ’06, who had seven saves for the
day. “They had four penalty corners to¬
ward the end of the game, but Sarah made
some big saves for us,” noted Hohlt.
With a big 3-2 win, Bates did their part
See Field Hockey, page 10

Bates squad, who milked the Purple
Cows on Sunday for one goal to seize
the victory.
Yankees/Red
Sox,
Israel/Pales¬
tine, Jedi/Sith, Bates/Colby. Like all
great rivalries, the contention between
Bates and Colby runs deep, and while
Bates has not experienced an 86 year
drought without a championship, Col¬
by has not physically seized Bates real
estate in an act of religious war or
imprisoned a galaxy against their will
employing the forbidden dark side,
the contest Saturday afternoon was
heated nonetheless.
Assisted by her sister, Colby’s Kara
McCabe ’06 drilled home the game’s
first goal a mere eight minutes into
regulation, marking only the second
time this season the Bobcats have not
scored first. Bates defender Meg Cof¬
fin ’07 responded early in the second
half, tallying an unassisted goal to tie
things up at 1-1.
A mere seven minutes later the
White Mules scored another, taking
the lead for the second time on the
day. Finally, with 58 seconds left in
regulation and all parties involved
holding their breath, Becky Macdon¬
ald ’07 sniped a shot from way out to
tie the score at two apiece and send
the game into OT.
Despite strong

After a thrilling last minute vic¬
tory at Colby on Saturday, the men’s
soccer’s season came to a close on Sun¬
day in an emotional and physical battle
against Amherst. The Bobcats finish the
season at 9-4-2, just one win shy of last
year’s record setting, 10-win-season.
The Bobcats were able to secure the fifth
seed in the NESCAC tournament after beat¬
ing Colby on Saturday 3-2 in a huge come¬
back victory in Waterville. After a scoreless
first half, Colby mounted a 2-0 lead on two
quick goals by Chris MacFadyen and Monty
Hankin. The score would remain 2-0 until
Captain David Shear ’06 tallied a goal in
the 82nd minute. Only two minutes later,
Ithai Schori ’07 tied the game sending the
contest into overtime.
The overtime period would be brief as
Shear Scored his Second goal of the game
only two minutes into the extra period. The
three Bates goals came all within a frame
of about ten minutes. Bates goalie Aaron
Schleicher ’08 was credited with five saves
for the Bobcats.
Less than 24 hours later, Bates was on
the road across New England for a show¬
down with Amherst in the first round of
the NESCAC playoffs. Amherst entered the
game with a 7-4-3 record (4-3-2 in the NE-

See Women's Soccer, page 10

See Men's Soccer, page 11

STAFF WRITER

Second-Half Comeback Not Enough
for Football to Overcome Colby
BRANDAN BLEVINS
STAFF WRITER

The football season at Bates is hitting
its peak over the course of two weeks with
games against Colby and Bowdoin to deter¬
mine the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin title. On Satur¬
day, the Bobcats traveled to Waterville to face
the Colby White Mules in the first leg of the
CBB title. The Bobcats got off to a false start
as they stumbled to a 24-17 loss. The loss put
Bates at a 1-5 record overall this season, while
the victory moved Colby to 5-1.
The White Mules scored a quick rushing
touchdown five minutes into the first quarter
to get the game going. Bates bounced back
in fine fashion though, as Jamie Walker ’07
shoved his way into the endzone for a 1-yard
touchdown run at the 4:25 mark of the first
quarter. The score capped off an eight play,

80-yard drive that only took 2:29 to complete.
The rest of the quarter wound down and end¬
ed with the score tied 7-7
Colby found the endzone instantly at the
start of the second quarter with a 32-yard
touchdown pass. The score gave the White
Mules a seven point lead, which they would
double just 10 minutes later with a seven-yard
touchdown run. The first half clock ran out
with the score 21-7. The game looked to be a
certain victory for the White Mules until Bates
found its sea-legs in the second half. Bates
Head Coach Mark Harriman commented on
the second half, “Besides a few minor adjust¬
ments at half time, the key to the second half
is that we played with a lot of emotion and
intensity.”
The Bobcats waited until the 5:32 mark
in the third quarter to strike again, this time
See Football, page 10
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The Bates defense, ready to attack during football's 24-17 loss to Colby

